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Abstract

E-commerce has become a very popular form of transacting business, A combination of
factors such as high volume of transactions, high revenues, and incrcasing patronage of
e-commerce activitíes have led to the hasty development and deployment of e-commerce

systems by e-commerce semice providers, The reliability of e-commerce systems has

been queried in some recent scenarios. The approaches used in developíng these appli-
cations arc informal, ad hoc, and intuitive, which result in e-commerce systems that fail
to meet both the users' and customers' expectations, The application of rigotous for-
mal specification techniques in developing e-commerce systems would resuh in reliable
applications processing thdt can guarantee the correctness of e-commerce transactions,

This thesís pragmatically evaluates five major specification lechniques (including
two variants of one of the techniques) amenable to specifying e-commerce systems. In
this research, I identify the requirements necessary for a specffication technique to com-
pletely specify all the components of an e-commerce system, and classify these requirc-
ments. Thereafteti I examine existing specffication techniques applicable to specifying
e-commerce systems, and provide a laxonomy for these techniques. Furthermore, I use

the five major specification techniques for evaluation to specify the ordering process in
a typical business-to-consumer (B2C) e-commerce scenario. Lastly, an evaluation of the

specification lechníques was carried out using the evaluation criteria derived from the

identified requircments and a fuzzy logic framework developed in this research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Electronic commerce (e-commerce) entails the buying and selling of goods and services

using the Internet. E-commerce has profoundly changed conventional businesses. E-

coÍunerce transactions a¡e carried out online over the Internet and has broken barriers

associated with traditional businesses. E-commerce has grown rapidly and individuals,

private sector organizations, and govemment agencies currently provide e-commerce ser-

vices.

E-commerce enables e-commerce merchants (providers of e-commerce services) to

make goods and services available to a wider range of customers at a cheaper, timely,

effective, and efficient manner. Also, e-cornmerce affords customers to access a wider

range of products, The products could be cheaper and the custome¡'s access to products

is faster and easier in comparison with conventional comrnerce. However, a reliable

and dependable e-coÍrmerce system is fundamental to maximizing the fulI potentials of

these benefits accruable to customers and e-commerce merchants. Alagar and Li [2] as

well as Ehikioya [31] underscores the need to develop secure (providing a framework

for guaranteeing security of customers' and merchants' data), reliable (producing exact

results in a consistent manner), and error-free e-coÍrmerce applications that guarantee

the co¡rectness (producing consistent and correct operational and transactional results)

of online transactions,
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l.l Problem Statement

Some essential characteristic behaviour of e-commerce systemsl increase their complex-

ity. Also, these essential characteristic behaviours make e-commerce systems amenable

to formal specification. This resultant complexity leads to many situations where errors

(unanticipated behaviours in a software application) and faults (manifested errors in a

software application) could occur in e-commerce transactions. Some scenarios where er-

rors have surfaced in e-commerce applications include: more than one customer attempt-

ing to buy the same item, the system displaying an already sold item as available item,

and the system displaying out-of-inventory items. The mitigation of such errors in e-

commerce applications is critical to the survival of e-commerce. These errors are mostly

hidden and are unnoticed at development time and are triggered after system deploy-

ment under unanticipated scenarios, which may result in subtle mistakes and sometimes

system failures t31, 1051.

Techniques used in developing most prevailing e-comrnerce applications do not con-

form to the generic software development process. Guaranteeing the conectness (en-

tails various stages in e-coÍtmerce transactions producing consistent results) of an e-

commerce application is difficult. This difficulty is due to the existence of many situa-

tions in e-commerce transactions where errors could emerge, thereby leading to unantic-

ipated system failures. Ehikioya Í29,31,321as well as Song and Campos [92] posit that

the application of formal specification techniques would facilitate the development of

e-cornmerce systems that are error-free, reliable, and dependable, and would guarantee

correctness of e-commerce transactions.

Many specification techniques that could be used for specifying e-commerce systems

exist in the litetature. However, cunent specification techniques that have been used to

specify e-commerce systems only have attributes that can be used in specifying certain

components of e-commerce systems (discussed in Section 2.1.3). For instance, some

specification techniques have attributes that can be used to model either user interfaces

lThese characteristics include concurrency, distribution, dynamism, and real-time behaviour (see Sec-

tion 3.1 for derail discussion).
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or data components ofan e-commerce system, while other specification techniques have

attributes to model the dynamic and real-time behaviour of e-commerce systems. The

problem is that none of the existing specification techniques has all the required func-

tionalities to completely specify all the components of an e-commerce system. Thus, the

following questions are the subject of this thesis:

i. Which specification techniques are suitable for specifying e-cornmerce systems?

ii. What characteristic features of e-commerce are necessary to specify a reliable/dependable

e-commerce system?

iii. What a¡e the functionalities required of a specification technique to completely

specify all the various components of an e-commerce system?

iv. What are the relative strengths and weaknesses of existing specification techniques

that can be used to specify e-commerce systems?

v. Which functionalities should designers of specification techniques incorporate in

formalisms for specifying e-commerce systems?

vi. Which functionalities should developers of e-coÍrnerce look for in a specification

technique they want to use in specifying an e-cornmetce system?

1.2 Objectives

The primary objective of this research is to evaluate specification techniques amenable

to specifying e-commerce systems. To achieve this objective, this thesis:

¡ identifies the requirements necessary for a specification technique to completely

specify all the components of an e-commerce system and provides a taxonomy for

the requirements;

¡ examines existing specification techniques for e-commerce systems and provides

a taxonomy for the techniques;
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o formally specifies a sample business-to-consumer (B2C) e-commerce system case

study using some ofthe specification techniques for evaluation in an effort to assess

the strengths and weaknesses of the techniques; and

r develops a simple fuzzy logic framework used to evaluate specification techniques

for e-commerce systems.

L.3 Overview of Solution Methodology

This thesis discusses the characteristics that make e-commerce systems amenable to for-

mal specification and presents the requirements needed for a specification technique to

completely specify all the components ofan e-commerce system and provide a taxonomy

for these requirements. The development of these requirements entails carrying out an

in-depth examination of e-commerce applications and the requirements of e-commerce

applications. Thereafter, questionnaires (on these requirements necessary for a specifica-

tion technique suitable fo¡ specifying e-coÍrmerce systems) were administered to some

designers of e-commerce systems and academic researchers with focus on the low-level

aspects of e-corrunerce systems. Based on the responses received from the question-

naires, the initial requirements were refined and subsequently evolve the requirements

into the criteria for the evaluation of specification techniques for e-commerce applica-

tions. Thereafter, existing and emerging specification techniques for e-commerce sys-

tems were examined and provided a taxonomy for these techniques.

This thesis adopts a pragmatic and systematic approach in this evaluation of specifi-

cation techniques for e-commerce systems. To underscore the pragmatic and systematic

approach as well as lend more credence to our evaluation, five of the specification tech-

niques for evaluation were used to specify the requirements of the ordering process in a

typical B2C e-commerce domain. Specifically, this thesis evaluates Petri nets [79], Stat-

echarts [47], Finite State Machines (FSMs) [61], the Z specification notation [108] and

some of its widely used variants, Concunent Z [35] and Real-Time Z [14], as well as Uni-

fied Modelling Language (UML) [68, 100]. The decision to evaluate these specification
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techniques was influenced by:

. the popularity of the techniques among academic and industrial ¡esearchers (i.e.,

Z, Real-Time Z, Concunent-2, FSMs, and Petri nets) and industrial practitioners

(i.e., Z,UML, and Statecharts);

r the maturity of the specification techniques, evidenced by the standardization of

the techniques; e.g., UML by the Object Management G¡oup (OMG), Zby The

Intemational Standards Organization (ISO), and Petri nets by ISO as well as the

Intemational Electrotechnical Commission (IEC);

o the availability of verification and validation tools for the techniques, e.g., ZÆVES [85]

andîuzz [97] forZ, GDPro [42] for UML, Statemate [48] for Statecharts, and NET-

LAB [22] for Petri nets; and

¡ the existence in the literature (see Section 2.3.1) of the application of the specifica-

tion techniques or their variants in specifying various components of e-commerce

systems.

In addition, a tuzzy Logic framework to evaluate the specification techniques was devel-

oped, followed by an evaluation of the specification techniques in conjuction with some

specialists. Then, a discussion of the findings of the evaluation and a summary of the

results in a tabular form.

1..4 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis include:

i. presents the requirements necessary for a specification technique to completely

specify all the components of an e-commerce system and provides a taxonomy for

these requirements;
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ll, introduces a taxonomy of formal specification techniques for e-commerce systems;

this taxonomy provides a broad overview of formal specification techniques for e-

cornmerce systems and their relationships;

presents a simple fuzzy logic framework for evaluating specification techniques

for e-commerce systems;

iv. presents e-commerce system designers with the strengths and weaknesses of these

formal specification techniques, thereby assisting them in their choice ofthe formal

specification technique to use in specifying their e-commerce applications; and

v. present designers of e-commerce specification techniques with the functionalities

required in any specification technique they ate developing or hope to develop for

modelling e-commerce systems.

1.5 Significance of the Research

This research is significant for the following reasons:

i. It presents the cha¡acteristics that make e-commerce systems amenable to formal

specification. These peculiar characteristics of e-commerce systems emphasize

why certain functionalities should be present in a specification technique that could

be used in specifying e-cornmerce systems;

ii. It presents the requirements required of a specification technique to completely

specify all the components of an e-commerce system and provides a taxonomy for

these requirements. These requirements are functionalities that should be present

in a grand unified specification technique that would be used to specify all the

various components of an e-commerce system;

iii. It presents a taxonomy for specification techniques applicable to specifying e-

commerce transactions. This taxonomy provides a b¡oad synopsis of specification

techniques applicable to capturing the behaviour of e-coÍrmerce systems; and
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iv. It presents an objective evaluation of specification techniques for e-commerce

systems. The use of fuzzy logic principles in evaluating the specification tech-

niques reduces impreciseness, vagueness, and subjectivity associated with non-

fuzzy (crisp) evaluation ratings.

1.6 Limitations

The scope of this research is restricted to the evaluation of specification techniques for e-

corlxnerce systems using a systematic and pragmatic approach. As a result, only sample

specifications composed in some (rather than all existing) specification techniques for

a phase (rather than a complete) e-coÍrmerce transaction are provided. In addition, the

translation of the specifications into implementation as well as the implementation of the

fuzzy logic evaluation framewo¡k are beyond the scope of this thesis.

1,.7 Organization of the Thesis

This chapter (Chapter 1) presents the statement ofthe problem ofthis research, the objec-

tives, solution methodology, contributions, signifrcance, and limitations of this research.

Chapter 2 presents a review of literature on e-comlnerce, formal specification, specifica-

tion techniques, an overview of some of the specification techniques for evaluation, and

fitzzy logic. This chapter also presents a review of relevant research work on formal spec-

ification of e-commerce systems, evaluation of specification techniques, and taxonomy

of specification techniques and various aspects of e-commerce. Chapter 3 presents the

distinguishing characteristic attributes of e-commerce systems, the requirements required

of a specification technique to completely specify all the components of an e-commerce

system, and a taxonomy of these requirements. This chapter also presents a taxonomy

for specification techniques for e-commerce systems. Chapter 4 presents the pseudocode

of the ordering process and the specifications of the requirements in the pseudocode

composed in five ofthe specification techniques evaluated. Chapter 5 presents the evalu-
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ation approach adopted in this research, the evaluation criteria, the fuzzy logic evaluation

framework, and the findings of the evaluation and the evaluation summary. Finally, Chap-

ter 6 presents the conclusion of the research and provides a roadmap for future work.



Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

This chapter presents a review of the literature relevant to this resea¡ch work and the

related research work.

2.1 Background

This section presents a review of literature on e-coÍtmerce, formal specification, specifi-

cation techniques, and fuzzy logic.

2.1.1 Overview of E-commerce

Laudon and Traver [59] state that e-commerce is the exchange of goods and services

between and among organizations as well as individuals using the se¡vices of the Inter-

net such as the World Wide Web. The main advantage of e-commerce to e-commerce

merchants is making goods and services available to a wider range of customers, at a

cheaper, timely, effective, and efficient manner. On the other hand, e-commerce affords

customers to have a faster and easier access to a wider range of products.
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2.1.2 Categories of E-commerce Systems

Various attempts have been made to classify the categories, models, or forms of e-

cotnmerce. Rajput [80] identifies business-to-business (B28) and business-to-consumer

(B2C) domains based on the nature of transactions. Other e-commerce application do-

mains include consumer-to-consumer (C2C), business-to-govemment, and consumer-to-

government domains. These various categories of e-commerce systems (shown in Fig-

ure 2.1) are briefly descibed below.

10
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Figure 2.1: Categories of E-commerce

Business-to-Business domain: In B2B application domain, business transaction occurs

between two or more business entities. Electronic Data Interchange (EDÐ -
(transmission of information and data between two or more organizations through

netwo¡ks such as the Intemet) - is the most popular form of B2B e-coÍrmerce.
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eHubs [54] (third-party e-commerce websites that mediate between companies in-

volved in B2B transactions) is another form of B2B that is becoming popular.

Some business activities in this domain include inventory control, logistics man-

agement, supply-chain management, and buying and selling of organization as-

sets [80]. The users (usually trading and financial organizations' employees) in

this domain are fewer than the users in B2C domain. According to Rajput [80], the

risks in B2B e-commerce domain is quite high due to the high amount of money

involved in the few transactions carried out, which necessitates the need fo¡ a fool-

proof and secure payment medium.

Business-to-Consumer domain: B2C e-commerce application domain (the thrust of this

thesis) is the most popular e-cornmerce application domain. In this domain, goods

such as books, computer peripherals, drugs, etc., and seruices such as news item,

entertainment services, games, etc., are sold online by businesses to customers us-

ing the Intemet [80]. The users (usually customers that request goods or services)

in this domain are very many in comparison with the B2B domain. The busi-

nesses involved in B2C domain are usually referred to as e-cot nerce merchants.

E-commerce merchants normally publish and display description of goods and ser-

vices on their websites. The type of transactions in B2C domain, in contrast with

B2B domain, usually involve not too high amount of money, due to the limits on

acceptable payment mechanisms such as credit cards and debit cards. Online vir-

tual stores are a popular form of B2C e-commerce. A typical B2C e-commerce ap-

plication provides a framework that enables users to browse a website, search and

frnd items to purchase, negotiate the price of items, compare prices with other web-

sites, add items to a shopping cart, checkout the items (i.e., purchase the items),

and make payment for items purchased. Then, the system enables e-coÍ[nerce

me¡chants to update their inventory, verify payments provided by users', and plan

logistics for shipping items to the user. Examples of a B2C system include the

online stores amazon.com, bamesandnoble.com, and bookfinder.com,

Consumer-to-Consumer domain: In C2C domain, business is transacted between two
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or more individuals. There may be a third party website, which acts as an inter-

mediary between the sellers of goods and services and the prospective buyers. The

intermediary also provides secure payment mechanisms and other logistics for the

participants and transactions in this domain. Online auctions are a popular form

of C2C e-commerce. The financial risks in this domain could be high or low de-

pending on the amount of money involved in the transactions. Examples of a C2C

system include the online auction stores ebay.com and auctions.yahoo.com.

Business-to-Government domain I This is a specialised form of B2B e-commerce. In

this domain, business transaction is between business entities and govemmental

agencies and vice versa. Corporate businesses bidding for government contracts'

using the Intemet fit into this domain. Also, the financial risks in this domain could

be high or low depending on the amount of money involved in the transactions.

Government-to-Consumer domnin: This is a specialised form of B2C e-commerce. In

this domain, govemment agencies buy or provide goods and services, or informa-

tion to individuals and vice versa. The financial risks in this domain could be high

or low depending on the amount of money involved in the transactions.

2.1,3 Components of E-commerce Systems

A typical e-commerce system consists of user interfaces, a transaction management sys-

tem, a payment system, a data management system, multimedia artefacts, security frame-

work, logistics, and telecommunications/networking components (see Figure 2.2).

These various components that make up an e-commerce system ate discussed below

¡ The user interface component consists of mainly the website (provides the medium

of communication and business transaction between e-commerce merchants' and

customers') and the human-computer interaction interface. The user interface

components must possess adequate functionalities and content that will enhance

12
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Figure 2.2: Components of a Typical E-commerce System

user friendliness, efficienc¡ navigability, and maintainability of the e-cornmerce

system.

The transaction management system is a critical component of an e-coÍìmerce sys-

tem. This component computes taxes and other costs, processes customers' infor-

mation, as well as ensures that e-cornmerce transactions conform to the atomicity,

consistency, isolation and durability (ACID) properties.

The payment system provides a framewo¡k for accepting payments from cus-

tomers, verifying payments, and processing payments. The payment system must

be secure, robust, flexible, and fool-proof.

The data management system consists of the low-level abstract functionalities to

manage data in an e-commerce system,

l3
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. Multimedia artefacts consist of the multimedia components such as graphic, video,

and sound available in e-corûnerce systems. The multimedia artifacts a¡e used to

enhance the description of items and services available for sale.

r The security framework must ensure the integrity, privacy, confidentiality, and

overall security of e-commerce transactions and applications. In particular, the se-

curity framework must have components for authorizing and authenticating users,

as well as encrypting use¡s' sensitive information.

r Logistics consists ofissues relating to shipping and delivering items to customers,

verifying if customers received shipments, and other warehouse related activities.

¡ Telecommunications/1.{etworking component consists of the interconnectivity frame-

work, which encompasses data, voice, and video transmission. Since e-commerce

applications are network-centric and network-intensive, this component must be

scalable, robust, dependable, and posses adequate bandwidth that will guarantee a

seamless transmission of information across various components of e-commerce

systems.

2.1.4 Desired Attributes of E-commerce Applications

E-commerce systems must possess some basic features in order to meet the requirements

and expectations of customers' and providers of e-commerce services, Ehikioya [31]

identifies some desirable characteristics of e-cornrnerce applications, which include:

Fail-safety: The fail safe property gives a system an appreciable level of correctness

and resilience. It also gives a system the ability to gracefully recover from a failure

state to a pre-failure state and continue the processing of a transaction to the end.

Guaranteed correctness of operations: The various stages in e-commerce transactions

must produce consistent results. The e-coÍtmerce system must ensure payment

corlectness, delivery correctness, product atomicity cofiectness, operational and

transactional correctness, as well as computational results corectness.

14
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Dependability: Randell [81] states that dependability allows customers to rely on the

services provided by a system. Dependability can be quantified in terms of cor-

rectness (ability to produce consistent results), reliability (ability to produce exact

results in a consistent manner), and availability (the system having little or no down

time).

Securityi E-commerce applications must provide a framework that guarantees the secu-

rity of customers' and merchants' data.

Scalability: E-commerce applications must be designed in such a way that a new func-

tionality is easy to add after system deployment.

Easily deployed: E-commerce applications must not take too long to be put into pro-

ductive use and should be easy to deploy.

These desirable attributes of e-commerce systems can be achieved through the use of

techniques based on rigour and sound formal basis.

2.1.5 FormalSpecification

According to Alagar and Periyasamy [3], formal specifrcation is the application of math-

ematics and logic-based techniques to represent information necessary for developing

software applications. The techniques used in formal specification include: semantic and

syntactic analysis of specifications (analyzing the syntax and semantics ofa formal spec-

ification), specification validation (validating a specification against its' requirements),

and formal verification (applying formal verification tools to verify and type-check a

specification for enors) [3].

Hull [51] identifies the major parts of system behaviour that are mostly specified to

include: concrete interfaces, concunency, abstract functionality, performance, availabil-

ity, reliability, and maintainability. Alagar and Periyasamy [3] identify some reasons

why system developers specify software applications, which include:
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. to clearly illustrate the validity of a system property,

o to concisely depict the interface of system components and examine hidden be-

haviours,

r to localize the complexity of a system design and illustrate requisite behaviours

inherent in the design, and

. to contain effects of change and prove that the resultant application satisfies its

initial system requirements.

There is need to adopt formal specification techniques in developing complex and safety-

critical applications. The application of formal specification to specify software systems

is not a complete panacea to all problems affecting software development. Ehikioya [29,

311 and Hull [51] identify the following as benefits derivable from using formal specifi-

cation:

¡ reveals ambiguities, incompleteness, unstated assumptions, and contradictions in

requirements analysis,

¡ allows system analysis and refinement into design and code,

¡ makes a system easier to test and understand,

e allows verification of correctness, thereby improving the system's reliability,

o provides abstraction for the functionalities required to manage other features of the

system,

. represents various components ofthe system simpl¡ and

o provides internal consistency, completeness, and allows hierarchical reptesenta-

tion.
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2.1.6 Overview of Fuzzy Logic

Fuzzy logic t55, 1101 is the application of fuzzy set (a group of objects with no clear

boundary between objects that are in a group and objects that are not in the group) the-

ories and techniques to capture imprecision, uncertainty, and vagueness associated with

linguistic terms in natural language. Characteristic functions (map elements ofa set to 0

or 1) are used to define crisp (nonfuzzy) sets. Elements ofcrisp sets are either member of

a crisp set or are not members. Values in a crisp set are either true or false. An element is

a member of a crisp set if it has a value of 1, and does not belong to a set if it has a value

of0. Membership functions are use to uniquely define fuzzy sets. The membership func-

tion describes the degree or extent to which an object belongs to a fuzzy set, it assigns

a numerical value to elements in a fuzzy set and maps nonfizzy inputs from a particu-

lar domain to membership values, which lie on the interval [0, 1]. In sharp contrast with

conventional set theory, fuzzy logic goes beyond the boundaries of true or false and deals

with the degree of truth or falsity. For instance, if a fuzzy set B is defined on a universal

set Z, for every element z of Z, the symbol B(z) represents the degree of membership

of z in B. Generally, membership functions are used to describe sets, which satisfy to

various degrees, properties that can be described using linguistics terms like small, Iong,

great, little, tall, short, etc.

According to Dubois and Prade [27], a fuzzy logic system consists of a rule base

(group of fuzzy rules that forms conditional If-Then statements), membership functions,

and an inference procedure that conforms to arithmetic rules (addition, subtraction, and

multiplication of fuzzy numbers). Fuzzy rules describe actions that should be taken when

given different fuzzy inputs. An instance of a ftzzy rule is: If (" : A) Then (g - l).
Generally, a fuzzy logic system is a system whose variables belong to a nnge of luzzy

numbers [55]. Linguistic variables are fuzzy numbers that represent fuzzy linguistic

terms in a certain universe of discourse. Linguistic variables are described in terms of

base variables - physical or numerical variables having real number values within a

specified range. According to Klfu [55], every linguistic variable has a name (must be

relevant to the meaning of the base variable), a base variable with its range of values, a
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set of linguistic terms (that refer to values of the base variable), and a semantic rule that

assigns meaning to each linguistic term. The states of variables in fuzzy logic systems

can be represented using graphical, tabular, triangular, or trapezoidal representations.

The application of fuzzy logic helps in eliminating vagueness, imprecision, and un-

certainty associated with linguistic terms in natural language. To achieve these benefits,

fuzzy logic undergoes processing. The steps involved in processing fuzzy logic include

fuzzyfrcation, rule evaluation, and defuzzyfi cation.

Fuuyfication: This step entails transforming crisp inputs into fuzzy inputs, after de-

termining the membership function of the corresponding fuzzy inputs. Thereafter,

assign fuzzy labels in the universe of discourse to every crisp input.

Rule evaluation: Rule evaluation (fuzzy inference) uses the min-max inference scheme

(fuzzy set operations for intersection and union) to obtain a numerical value, which

lepresents the truth for an action based on the fuzzy rules. The min-max inference

scheme compares two lvzzy values. The output of this step is a fuzzy output.

Defuzzyficatíon: This is the last step in processing fuzzy logic.In this step, the expected

output value is obtained by isolating a crisp value in the universe of discourse of

the output fuzzy sets.

2.L.7 Overview of Specification Techniques

Specification techniques are methods that use mathematical and non-mathematical based

techniques to describe system behaviour. Specification techniques can be broadly classi-

fied into the following categories: formal, semi-formal, and informal specification tech-

niques. Formal specification techniques are methods premised on mathematics and have

well-defined syntax and semantics. Some formal specification techniques are Z, Commu-

nicating Sequential Processes (CSP) t13, 501, LOTOS 1621, and RAISE [45]. Specifica-

tions derived from the use of formal specification techniques present abstract and precise

descriptions of system behaviours and properties. Semi-formal specification techniques

18
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are methods that use non-rigorous and graphical structures such as diagrams and graphs

to model system behaviour, while informal specification techniques use non-formal nota-

tions such as natural languages, pseudocodes, and informal descriptions to describe sys-

tem behaviour. Some semi-formal specification techniques include UML, Statecharts,

and Petri nets, while pseudocodes and natural language descriptions written in English

are instances of informal specification techniques.

2.2 SpecificationTechniquesFundamentals

This section presents the fundamentals of the various specification techniques used in

specifying the sample case study in this research.

2.2.1 Petri nets

Petri nets [79, 83] are graphical but mathematical modelling tools that consist of places

(for modelling conditions), transitions (for modelling events), and arcs to link the places

with the transitions. Input arcs link places with transitions, while output arcs begin at a

transition and terminate at a place. The number of tokens in each place gives the current

state of the modelled system. Places contain tokens, while transitions are active com-

ponents used for modelling events or activities, which might occur, thereby modifying

system state. The Petri net is marked at this state.

Transitions are allowed to fire if all preconditions (inputs) for the activity or event

have been met, while postconditions are output conditions. This implies that there are

enough tokens available in input places. When a transition is fired, it takes tokens from

its input places and adds them to some of its output places. Tokens are used in Petri nets

to simulate the dynamic and concunent processes in a system. In a Petri nets model, a

circle Q represents a place, a bar I represents a transition, while an arrow -+ is used to

connect places with transitions.

t9
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The process of collating (counting) election votes by the returning officer ofan elec-

tion is used to illustrate modelling with Petri nets. After an election takes place, the

returning ofhcer receives the votes cast in ballot boxes from the various voting centers,

then the retuming officer collates the results and sends the results to the candidates in the

election. The conditions (places description) and events (transitions description) of this

example are given in Table i, while Table 2 shows the preconditions and postconditions

of each event in the example. Figure 2.3 shows the Petri net model of the election votes

counting example.

Figure 2.3: Petri-nets Model of Collating Election Results

Table 1: Places and Transitions Descriptions for Collating Election Results.

Events Pr€conditions Postconditions

tt P2

u2, Pt, P2 P3

L3 PB Pa,Pt

P¿ Pa

20

PIace Descriptiorts Tlansition Descriptions

p1: retuming officer awaits election results ¿r : election results arrive from polling centers

p2: election results are awaiting collation ¿2 : retuming ofûcer begins collating election results

ps: retuming offrcer is collating election re-

sults

f€ : retuming officer finishes collation of election re-

sults

p4: election results are ready ¿4 : returning ofûcer sends results to candidates

Table 2: Events, Preconditions and Postconditions.
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2.2,2 Z Notation

The Z notation [97, 108] is based on first-order predicate logic and set theory (includes

standard set operators, cartesian products, power sets, and set comprehensions). Set

theory provides the framewo¡k for composing abstract structures for the system, while

first-order predicate logic is use to describe system behaviour.

The Z notation captures the abstract functionality of a system's behaviour by describ-

ing pre-conditions, post-conditions, and invariants. Z consists essentially of schemas

- an encapsulated structure associated with certain properties. Schemas consist of a

schema name, the variables declaration section, and a predicate section (which contains

the const¡aints on the variables in the declaration section). Schemas are used to describe

system states, changes in system states, represent types, operations, define system proper-

ties, and reason about possible refinement of a system design. The use of types is another

feature of theZ notation. Objects in Z are associated with distinct types; types provides

a veritable link to programming and facilitates easy development of type-checking tools

for the notation.

The contact list of the customers of an organization is used to illustrate the use of the Z

notation. The contact list stores the names and addresses of customers of an organization.

When a new customer starts doing business with the organization, the name and address

of the customer is added to the contact list. Also, when a customer stops doing business

with the organization, the name and address of the customer is removed from the contact

list. To begin the specifrcation, the following basic types are defined.

lcHAR,SrRrNGl

First, I describe the state space of system using the schema:

CustomerContacl
custid, name : seq CIIAR;
add,ress : STRING

2T

ffname)0Afiadd,ress>0
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Customercontact is the name of the schema, the first part of the schema shows the

declaration of the variables name, custi,d, aîd ddd,ress and their associated types. The

vanable custid, is introduce to uniquely identify the ustomers, since two or more cus-

tomers may have the same name. The second part of the schema (predicate section)

shows the constraints on the variables. In this case, the constraints include the number of

characters in the name and add¡ess of a customer must be greater than 0. The symbol 
^

is used to represent logi,cal and, inZ.

The schema CustomerContacú.Lisú describes the set of all customets of the organi-

zation in the contact list. CustomerContactLi,st has only one state vanable Customers

defined as a se| of CustomerContact. The schema i,nitCustomerContactlist describes

the initial state of the contact list when no information has been added. The declaration

A,CustomerContactList shows that the schema is describing a change of state.

),)

- Cust om er C ont act List 

-

I Customers :P CustotnerContact

i,ni.t C u st o m er C o nt a ct L i s t
A C ustom er C ont act Li,st

Customers : Ø

An important constraint is that the customers of the organization must be unique, i.e,

no two customers should have the same custid. The uniqueness of customers constraint

is defined as follows:

V a, b : CustomerContact c ø I b + a. custid I b.custid

Now, some operations that can be performed on the contact list are described below.
'When 

a a customer stafs doing business with an organization, his/trer contact informa-

tion is added to the contact list. The schema below captures this operation.
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AddCustomer
L Customer C ont act L i,st

neuname? , name' : seq CHAR;
neuøddress? , add,ress' : STRING

(V a : CustomerContact I a Ç Customers o

a.name f neuname? A a. ad,d,ress I newadd,ress?)

name' : name U {newnarneT} A ad,dresst : ad,d,ress lJ {neuad,dress?}

The variables newname? and newadd,ress? are the new input variables to the operation,

while name' and add,ress' are the state ofthe variables after adding the name and address

of the new customer. Ii Z, fhe name of input variables end with a question mark, while

the name of output variables end with the exclamation ma¡k.

Also, when a customer decides to leave the organization, the name and address of the

customer is removed from the contact list. The schema below captures this operation.

RemoueCustomer
L Customer C ont a ct L i,st

name' , remouename? : seq CHAR;
add,resst , remoueaddress? : STRING

(V a : CustomerContact | ø € Customers c

a,narne = remouename? A a.add,ress: remouead,d,ress?)

nan'¿e' : name \ {rernouename?) A ad,d,ress' : add,ress \ {remoueadd,ress?}

The variables remouenøme? and remoueadd,re,ss? are the new input variables to the

operation, while namet and ad,d,resst are the state of the variables after removing the

name and address of an old customer.

2,2.3 Statecharts

Statecharts [47] is a graphical specification modelling tool for describing states and tran-

sitions in a modular way. Statecharts is based on the conventional state machine model,

which describes a system's behaviour using state transition diagrams. States are repre-

sented with rounded boxes and arrows -+ represent transitions between states.

Gomaa [44] identifies the following types of statecharts: flat, hierarchical, concur-

rent, ând top-level statecharts.

¿5
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Flat statecharts: This is the traditional statecharts in which nodes or boxes represent

states and arcs represent transitions between states, However, flat statecharts re-

sults in explosion of states and transitions, making them difficult to read, compre-

hend, and understand [44],

Hierarchical statecharts: Hierarchical statecharts solves the problem of explosion of

states and transitions in flat statecha¡ts. In hierarchical statechafs, higherlevel

superstates are decomposed into lowerlevel substates. Every transition into a su-

perstate is a single transiton into one of the lower-level substates in the superstate.

Also, every transition from a superstate must originate from one of the lowerlevel

substates.

Concurrent statecharts: This is a form of hierarchical statecharts, in which a statechart

is decomposed into at least two concurrent susbstates (the concunent susbstates

are usually separated by a dash line). The activities in the concurrent substates

need not occur concurrently.

Top-level statechør¡s; This is also a variant ofhierarchical statecharts which shows only

events and excludes the actions that causes the events.

Figure 2.4: Statechafs Model of a Simple Light Switch Operation

The operation of a simple light switch is used to illustrate the modelling power of

statecharts. The light switch works as follows: the light switch is initially in the offstate,

when it is pressed, it goes to the oz state, then the light comes on. When the switch

24
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is released, it goes to the off state and the light goes off Figure 2.4 shows a simple

statechart model of a simple light switch operation.

2.2.4 Finite State Machines

Finite state machines (FSMÐ t61l are powerful abstractions for modelling system be-

haviour. An FSM consists of a set of states - including a start state as well as some

terminal state(s), a set of input events, a set of output events, and a state transition func-

tion. The state transition function takes a current state and an input event and returns a

new set of output events and the next state. There are two types of FSMs - determin-

istic and non-deterministic finite state machines. In deterministic FSMs, there is at most

a single transition for each possible input for a specific state, while in non-deterministic

FSMs there may be more than a single transition from a given state for a given input.

Figure 2.5: FSMs Model of a Simple Light Switch Operation

In FSMs representation, a circle Q is use to represents a state , while an ar¡ow -)
is use to represent transitions between states. Figure 2.5 is a simple deterministc FSM

diagram illustrating the light switch operation. In figure 2.5, either of the states be the

start state or end state.

2.2,5 Unified Modelling Language

UML uses diagrams to model system behaviour and properties, UML is used for devel-

oping object-oriented and component-based systems and is rich in semantics and nota-

tions suitable for modelling systems of diffe¡ent architectural complexities across various

domains. The various diagrams in UML are briefly discussed below.

25
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Use case díagrams: Use case diagrams are used to depict actors, use cases, and their

relationships. A use case diagram describes the interactions between the actors

and the va¡ious system components. In a use case diagram, a sticklike figure is

use to represents actors, an ellipse to represents use cases, while arrows represent

their relationships.

Class diagram: A class diagram shows static data view for part of a system as well as

shows classes and their relationship with one another. In a class diagram, rectan-

gular boxes represent classes, while arcs represent their relationship.

Object diagram: An object diagram is related to class diagrams and it is used to show

particular instances ofclasses in a system at runlime. Rectangular boxes are used

to represent objects, while arrows are used to ¡epresent their relationships.

Sequence diagran?: A sequence diagram shows objects and how they relate in a chrono-

logical manner. It also shows the interaction between objects/classes in systems

for each use case. Rectangular boxes are used to represent objects while labelled

horizontal arrows represent messages.

Collaboration diagram: A collaboration diagram shows objects and thei¡ relationship.

A collaboration diagram uses numbers to indicate messages that depict relationship

between objects. Rectangular boxes are used to represent objects while arcs are

used to represent their relationships.

Statechart diagrams: They are used to show the states, transitions, events, and be-

haviour of a class. Rounded boxes are use to represent states and arrows represent

transitions between states.

Activity diagrams: Activity diagrams show the sequence of activities in a use case. They

show activities, state transitions, and events. Rounded boxes are used to represent

activities and affows are used to represent transitions.

Deployment diagrams: A deployment diagram shows how software systems are dis-

tributed across an enterprise, shows components, nodes, and their relationship with
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one another. Cube shape boxes represent the distribution of the software systems

while a¡cs represent their relationships.

Component diagrams', Component diagrams show architectures of software systems

and their associated dependencies. Rectangles with tabs are use to represent the

architectures of software systems and arrows are use to represent their dependen-

cies.

Since the various UML diagrams are easy to read, interprete, and understand as well

as the high number of diagrams in the notation and the consequent space constraints, I
omit the use of examples to illustrate the diagrams.

2.3 Related Work

This section highlights previous research related to my research work. This section be-

gins with a discussion of research efforts on formal specification of e-commerce systems

and subsequently discuss the evaluation of formal specification techniques in the liter-

ature. Thereafter, a review of taxonomies of some aspects of e-commerce systems and

taxonomies of specification techniques in the literature is provided.

2.3.1 Formal Specification of E-commerce Systems

Seve¡al research work have been carried out on the application of formal specifica-

tion methods such as Z, UML, FSM, Statecharts, Model checking [23], RAISE, Timed

CSP [86], and Coloured Petri nets (CPN) [57] to model various aspects and components

of e-commerce applications. Some of these research efforts are discussed below.

Patra and Moore [75] apply the RAISE specification language to formally specify

(buyer, seller, broker, product) agents operating in a virtual electronic market place. They

use the open-cry e-commerce auction to illustrate the applicability oftheir methodology.

Kumar and Feldman [58] formally model price negotiations in e-commerce auctions
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using FSM. They captured the interaction and relationship between the building blocks of

diffe¡ent e-commerce auctions. Rohm e¡ ¿1. [84] introduce and use the modelling security

semantics (MOSS) methodology to specify security and faimess issues in e-commerce

applications. Ehikioya [29] as well as Ehikioya and Barker [33] use the event-based

Timed CSP [86] to specify and verify the transactional requirements of an electronic

shopping mall, an early precursor of electronic coÍrmerce. They also specify causal

dependencies and the necessary concunency controls protocols to guarantee correct and

reliable e-commerce transaction processing.

The ¡esearch work reported in [29,33,58, 75, 84] use different specification tech-

niques to capture functional as well as non-functional requirements of e-commerce ap-

plications, though [58, 75] focus on e-commerce auctions.

The research work in [25, 70,71] apply identical specification technique to model

functional behaviour of e-commerce applications. Cost et al. [25] apply CPN to formally

model conversations among agents in an e-commerce system. Oayang et al. [71] use both

CPN and FSM to model a trading service based on the Intemet Open Trading Protocolr

(IOTP) t151, while Ouyang et al. Í701present a formal and executable specification of

transactions in IOTP using CPN.

Ehikioya [30] applies the Z notation to formally specify the conectness and reliability

requirements in satisfying a customer's order from data distributed across the Internet.

He also describes techniques for guaranteeing and improving the dependability of e-

commerce systems. Ehikioya [31] applies informal descriptions, UML, and Z to formally

specify and verify an abstract model of an e-commerce system. He uses Z to model the

concrete definitions of objects and calculations of the conditions of operations of the e-

commerce system, and UML diagrams to capture the relationships between, as well as

the interactions among, the subcomponents of the e-commerce system. Ehikioya [32]

also uses Z b formally specify the key transactional processing requirements for B2B

and B2C e-commerce applications.

The various research efforts in [30, 31, 32] model various functional requirements of
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e-coÍìmerce applications. The research work in [31, 32] illustrate how the formal specifi-

cations can be used to create real-life e-commerce systems using a suitable programming

language, while the research work in [30] focus on correctness and reliability issues in

e-commerce applications.

Ehikioya and Hiebert [34] apply UML to formally specify the correctness and relia-

bility requirements of an e-commerce system and they present an architecture, as well as

a design of a prototype e-coÍrmerce system. Pastor et al, [74] introduce an extension to

UML, and they apply the extension to UML to formally specify the navigation design of

e-commerce websites. They also introduce object-oriented conceptual modelling tech-

niques for specifying certain components of an e-cornmerce system. Franz et al. l39l

examine the business, system engineering, and communication technology requirements

for e-commerce applications, and use UML to formally specify and define interfaces

between the business, structure, and communication components of e-commerce appli-

cations. They also investigate the differences and similarities between these three com-

ponents and present an integrated architecture of the components. Li et al. [60] present

a formal application of UML to the analysis and design of e-commerce systems using an

online ticketing system as a case study. They subsequently demonstrate how the formal-

ization can be. used to verify the coüectness of functional requirements (e.g., products

booking and payment processing), safety, and liveness constraints of the online ticketing

system.

The research work in [34, 60] use UML to capture various functional requirements of

e-commerce applications, while [39, 74] use UML to model non-functional requirements

of e-commerce applications. Franz et al. [39] approach the modelling of non-functional

requirements of e-commerce systems from an interdisciplinary perspective. This inter-

disciplinary approach differentiates [39] from the approach in 134,60,741.

Ray and Ray [82] use the FDR model checking tool [36] to model and subsequently

verify that an e-commerce protocol (for online transactions involving digital items) sat-

isfies money atomicity, goods atomicity, and validated receipts properties. They also

use FDR to detect violations ofthese properties during website failures and communica-
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tion link failures in an e-commerce system, and develop a mechanism to safeguard these

properties during site or link failures. Ft et al. [40] apply model checking to formally

specify and verify the correctness of the internal logic of e-commerce workflow specifi-

cations. They use three different model checking techniques to guide the construction of

a composite e-coÍrmerce service that guarantees desirable propenies such as deadlock

avoidance and limits on resource usage. Wang et al. ll05l use some model checking

tools to formally specify and verify e-commerce systems using an online ticket sales

system as a case study. They also apply model checking to demonstrate the complexity

of e-commerce systems, as well as detect subtle flaws and errors in the ticket reserva-

tion, ticket payment, and ticket cancellation processes of the online ticket sales system.

The resea¡ch work in Song et al. l94l apply model checking and design patterns to for-

mally specify and verify an e-commerce case study. Song et al. [95] as well as Song and

Campos [93] introduce UML-CAFE (an integration of UML, the Formal-CAFE method-

ology [77], and design pattems) and use it to specify and verify an e-commerce case

study. Pereira et al. U6l apply a symbolic model checking methodology, which they

introduced in [77], to formally specify an e-commerce system using a virtual store as a

case study. Tygar [99] introduces the atomicity property in e-commerce transactions and

emphasizes the importance of atomicity in e-commerce systems. Subsequently, Pereira

et al. l"16l also automatically verify that the specifications of the e-commerce system

satisfy the atomicity, isolation, and consistency properties.

The research efforts in Í'76,93,94,951 use techniques based on the Formal-CAFE

methodology to specify and verify various e-commerce case studies. The research work

in [82, 105] use various case studies to illustrate how e-conìmerce applications can ben-

efit from formal specification and verification. The formal specifications in [76, 105] are

generic and can be customized to model other e-commerce case studies.

Yolum and Singh [109] introduce Commitment-based Finite State Machines (CFSM)

- premised on meaning and not sequence of actions. They use CFSM to model and

analyse the NetBill protocol to illust¡ate their agent-based approach, which enhances

the flexibility of executing the protocol. Papa et al. [73] use an integration of logic and
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process calculus to formally analyze and verify security and reliability properties of the

NetBill [26, 87] e-commerce payment protocol. Bolignano and Dyade [11] apply finite

automaton and the filtering function of model checking to specify the payment proper-

ties of the Chip-Secure Electronic Transaction (C-SET) protocol - a smartcard-based

payment protocol. Bolignano and Dyade [11] also formally verify different trustability

hypotheses of the C-SET protocol. Heintze et al. Í491apply FDR model checker to for-

mally verify if goods atomicity and money atomicity properties hold for the NetBill and

Digicash [20, 2l] e-commerce payment protocols. Lowe [63] applies model checking to

formally verify the completeness property of some e-co¡nmerce security protocols.

The research efforts in [11,49,73,109] use various model checking tools, CFSM,

an integration of logic and process calculus to formally specify and verify different prop-

erties of e-commerce payment protocols, while [63] applies model checking to formally

verify e-commerce security protocols. The techniques used in [11] and [49] ate generic

and can be applied to verify propefiies of other e-commerce protocols.

The application of diverse specification techniques in [1 1, 25, 29,30,31,32,33,34,

39, 40, 49, 58, 60, 63,'10,7 1,7 4,73,7 5,76, 82, 84, 94, 95,93, 105, 1091 to model various

e-coÍrmerce components and case studies reflect the growing acceptance, popularity,

and importance of the use of specification techniques in modelling e-commerce systems.

These research efforts on the formal specification of e-commerce systems underscore:

i. specifications reveal ambiguities, inconsistencies, contradictions, incompleteness,

and unstated assumptions in e-commerce systems,

ii. specifications enhance the understanding and testability of e-commerce systems,

iii. specifications allow ve¡ification of correctness of e-commerce systems, thereby

enhancing their reliability, and

iv. specifications provide internal consistency, completeness, and allow hierarchical

representation of e-cornmetce systems.
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2.3.2 Evaluation of Specification Techniques

This section reviews research work on the evaluation of various specification techniques

in the literature.

Mills [66] experimentally evaluates specification techniques for improving functional

testing using an automobile cruise control system as a case study. The experiment com-

pares the effectiveness of software testing with three different sets of software speci-

fications - natural language description, natural language description combined with

¡eal-time structured analysis (RTSA) [65], and natural language description combined

with real-time structured analysis and an executable specification.

Ardis et al. [4, 5] evaluate six formal specification techniques (Modechaf [52], Vir-

tual Finite State Machine (VFSM) [04], ESTEREL [7], Basic LOTOS [62], Z, Specifi-

cation and Description Language (SDL) [96]) and a programming language (C language)

fo¡ reactive systems using a telephone switching system as a case study. They base their

evaluation of the formal specification techniques on the following criteria: applicability,

implementability, testabiliry checkabilit¡ maintainability, modularit¡ level of abstrac-

tion, soundness, verifiabilit5 run-time safety, tools maturitf looseness, learning curve,

language maturity, data modelling, and discipline. Their findings indicate that the Z no-

tation and the C programming language are the least well suited specification techniques

for the application domain they considered in their work.They stated that ESTEREL is

the most expressive of the specification techniques evaluated by them.

van Harmelen ¿t al. [ 101] evaluate a specific formal specification technique for knowl-

edge based systems, by investigating the usability of (ML)2 t1021 - a knowledge-based

systems (KBS) formal modelling language used to represent Knowledge Analysis and

Design Support (KADS) conceptual models of expertise. They evaluate (ML)'z by de-

signing a set of evaluation criteria (expressivit¡ frequency of errors, redundancy, locality

of changes, reusabilit¡ and support) and applying two different case studies to sco¡e the

formal modelling technique against the evaluation criteria.Their evaluation findings show

that (ML)2 scored high on most of their evaluation criteria. Their findings also indicate
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a close conelation between the structure of informal KADS models and formal (ML)2

models.

Knight et aL [56] evaluate three formal specification techniques (2, Statecharts, and

Prototype Verification System (PVS) t72l) using a safety-critical application (University

of Virginia nuclear reactor) as case study. They assess the specification techniques using

the following criteria: coverage, integration with other components, group development,

evolution, usability, compatibility with design tools and methods, communication of de-

sired cha¡acteristics to designers, facilitation of design process, implementation perfor-

mance, maintenance comprehension, and maintenance changes.

Benyoucef and Keller [9] present an evaluation of five specification techniques (nat-

ural language, agents coordination language (ACL) t191, FSM, OMG negotiation facil-

ity [69], and Statecharts) for describing negotiation processes in e-commerce auctions.

Their evaluation criteria include: formal basis, serialization, visualization, executabil-

ity, popularity, clarity, completeness, and convertibility. Their evaluation results show

that Statecharts is best suited for capturing the rules goveming negotiation processes in

e-cornmerce auctions.

The research work in this thesis differs from [4, 5,56,66, 101] because it evalu-

ates specification techniques for a diffe¡ent application domain, although the case stud-

ies in [4, 5, 56, 66] have most of the characteristic attributes peculiar to e-corffnerce

systems, such as concunency, dynamism, and real time behaviour. Also, this research

work differs completely from [101] which compares a single formal specification tech-

nique for different case studies, while my work compares different specification tech-

niques using one case study. The specification techniques this thesis evaluates differ

completely from the techniques in [66, 101], and differ partially from the techniques

evaluated in[4,5,9,56]. The evaluation criteria used in this thesis differ sharply from

the criteria used in [9, 56, 66, 101], while a few of the criteria are simila¡ to those used

in [4, 5]. Also, the research work in [4, 5, 56,66, 101] adopt experimental evaluation

approaches, whereas this thesis adopts a pragmatic evaluation approach based on the

experimental use of the techniques and the theoretical attributes of the techniques. In
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addition, the research work in this thesis differs specifically from the research work re-

ported in [9] as follows:

1l

Although [9] and this research work address the e-commerce domain, [9] focuses

on negotiations in e-coûrmerce auctions (C2C) e-commerce domain, while this the-

sis focuses on the (B2C) e-commerce domain, which is more popular, more widely

patronized by users, and attracts a higher volume of e-commerce transactions.

The specification techniques evaluated in [9] are all not rigorous (i.e., not based on

mathematics), while some of the techniques evaluated in this thesis are based on

mathematical rigour.

In contrast with the use ofnon-fuzzy principles in evaluating the specification techniques

in [4, 5, 9, 56, 66, 101], which results in subjective judgement, this thesis adopts fuzzy

logic theory in assessing the specification techniques. The application of fuzzy logic in

evaluating the specification techniques enhances the objectivity, linguistic precision, and

clarity of the evaluation.

2.3.3 Taxonomy of E-commerce and Specification Techniques

This section briefly discusses some research work on the classification of various aspects

of e-comme¡ce systems and specification techniques.

Kaplan and Sawhney [53] develop a taxonomy for classifying B2B e-commerce hubs

using value creation mechanism, purchase situation, and bias of the ma¡ket-maker as

the classification criteria. Bafelt and Lamersdorf [8] present a multi-criteria taxonomy

for e-commerce business models and systematically classify the models using suppliers,

mediators and customers and their respective roles as carrier or initiator of the business

model as the classification scheme. Vijayaraghavan [103] presents an extensive and ex-

haustive taxonomy of probable and actual failure points as well as potential and existing

risks for e-commerce systems. This taxonomy facilitates the generation of issues to test

for in e-commerce systems. Misic and Zhao [67] adopt a classification scheme premised
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on linguistics and develop a conceptual framework for evaluating reference models for

e-cornmerce systems.

Existing taxonomies ofspecification techniques in the literature include Wieringa [106]

(a taxonomy of object-oriented and structured software specification techniques) and

Wing [107] (a general taxonomy of specification techniques). Wieringa [106] clas-

sifies object-oriented and structured software specification techniques into two broad

categories, which include: external interaction techniques and internal decomposition

techniques. He further sub-classifies extemal interaction techniques as function specifi-

cation techniques, behaviour specification techniques, and communication specification

techniques. Wing [107] use the characteristics of specification techniques as the crite-

ria to classify the techniques. She identifies the following categories of specification

techniques: model-oriented techniques, property-oriented techniques, visual techniques,

executable techniques, and tool-supported techniques.



Chapter 3

Specifying E-commerce Systems

This chapter presents the distinguishing essential characteristic attributes of e-commerce

systems, the requirements required of a specification technique to completely specify all

the components of an e-commerce system, and a taxonomy of these requirements. Also,

this chapter presents a taxonomy of specification techniques for e-comme¡ce systems.

3.1 Essential Characteristics of E-commerce Systems

E-commerce systems enable customers to make online purchases. A typical B2C e-

corûnerce system allows customers to search and find items to purchase, negotiate the

price of items, add items to a shopping caf, checkout items (i.e., purchase items), and

pay for items purchased; the system also allows e-coÍrnerce merchants to update their

inventory, verify customers' payment methods and plan logistics for shipping items to

the customer.

E-commerce systems are inherently complex. The complexity of e-commerce sys-

tems results from the concunent, distributed, dynamic, and real-time behaviour of e-

corffnerce transactions. These characteristics (discussed below) underscore the need fo¡

certain attributes in a specification technique applicable to specifying e-conìmerce sys-

tems.
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Concurrency: Many processes (a unit of concurrent activity) in e-commerce transac-

tions may execute concurrently. Astesiano et al. 16l state that this interaction

among concunently executing processes may involve communication, synchro-

nization, cooperation, acting in parallel, and competing for resources with other

processes and the environment. For example, debiting a customer's credit card ac-

count and crediting the e-commerce service provider's credit card company could

occur concuffently. However, concurrency controls must be in place to preserve

transaction isolation.

Distríbution: E-commerce systems are inherently distributed. E-commerce systems

are usually distributed over possibly heterogeneous databases, web servers, net-

works, and operating systems across various locations. E-commerce transactions

are characterized by complex data access patterns. Also, distributed e-conìmerce

transaction processes can be invoked directly or inditectly from remote locations.

Dynamism: Dynamic systems, according to Zamulin [1 1l], have a number of states and

changes are made to these states from time to time. When e-commerce transactions

occur, various database tables a¡e updated, therefore, changing the database state.

In e-commerce systems, this dynamic behaviour results in data dependencies as

well as the need for proper synchronization and communication among the various

subcomponents of the system.

Real-time Behaviour: E-commerce transactions occur in ¡eal time. Real time implies

the interaction between the e-commerce system and its environment occurs in-

stantaneously. The real-time behaviour of e-comme¡ce is influenced by the input

environment and the application processing requirements. The system captures in-

put from customers in real time. The real-time requirements of a system usually

make some constraints on the input environment and output environment of the

system.

Formally, these essential characteristic behaviours that make e-commerce system

complex and amenable to formal specification are a quintuple, (Co, Di,, Dy., Rt,, Ecb)
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where Co, Di,, Dy, and rB¿ are sets representing the concunent, distributed, dynamic,

and real-time behaviour of e-commerce systems, respectively, while Ecb = Co x Di' x

Dy x Rt represents the relation between them. These four characteristics underscore the

need for certain features in a specification technique for specifying e-coÍlmerce systems.

3.2 Formal Specification Techniques Requirements

In developing ths requirements necessary for a specification technique to completely

specify all the components of an e-commerce system, an exhaustive examination of e-

commerce applications and the requirements of e-commerce applications was carried

out. Thereafter, fifty questionnaires (on these requirements necessary for a specification

technique suitable for specifying e-conìmerce systems) were administered to some de-

signers of e-commerce systems and academic resea¡chers with focus on the low-level as-

pects of e-commerce systems. Based on the responses from the forty-two questionnaires

retumed by the respondents, the requirements were refined and subsequently evolved into

the criteria for the evaluation of specification techniques for e-comlnerce applications.

The requirements are classified into critical, essential, and secondary requirements

(see Figure 3.1). Critical requirements a¡e the functionalities necessary to capture the

core distinguishing characteristics of e-commerce applications - (Co, Di, Dy, Rt), while

essential requirements a¡e functionalities needed to capture the abstract functional prop-

erties and non-functional properties of e-commerce systems. Secondary requirements

are non-technical features dealing with the usability of the specification technique.

3.2.1 CriticalRequirements

The critical requirements consist of two broad properties: non-determinism and timing

mechanism. These are briefly explained below.

Nondetetminism: The specification technique should have nondeterministic constructs

for indirectly accessing data and unlimited choice from a set of attributes. Nonde-
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Figure 3.1: Taxonomy of Requirements for E-commerce Specification Techniques

terminism is necessary to capture and model concurrency, synchronization, as well

as the parallel behaviour of an e-coÍìmerce application.

Timing mechanism: The specification technique should have constructs to capture and

model time-dependent objects and actions. The technique should also have con-

structs for describing and analysing the sequences of system states, as well as con-

structs for capturing temporal system properties in future system states. Timing

mechanism is necessary to specify time, associate time with object operations as

well as capture dynamic and real-time propefies of e-commerce applications.

3.2,2 Essential Requirements

This section discusses the essential requirements.

Formalism: A formal specification technique for e-commerce applications must have
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well-defined syntax and formal semantics. This attribute will enable the spec-

if,cation technique to handle ambiguities, incompleteness, and contradictions in

e-commerce applications.

Abstactíon: The specification technique should have potent primitives for describing

and manipulating data at the logical level. The technique should also have con-

structs for defining objects in e-con nerce systems by a set of associations with

which it interacts with other objects. The method should possess abstract opeta-

tions that can create, destroy, access, and relate objects. This attribute makes it

feasible to have precise, consistent, correct, and unambiguous specifrcations. This

attribute is necessary to capture the functional properties of e-commerce systems,

such as data and processing behaviours,

Modularity: The specification technique should have constructs for composing smaller

specifications and extending the specifications, thereby enabling the derivation of

large and complex specifications from smaller specifications. The inherent com-

plexity of e-commerce system underscores the need for this attribute in any formal

technique applicable to specifying e-conìmerce applications.

Modelling: The specification technique should have constructs for specifying data ob-

jects and the interactions among the components of the data objects. Also, the

technique should have constructs for describing the actions active data objects

should perform in e-commerce applications. This attribute is necessary to cap-

ture the non-functional properties of e-commerce systems such as user interfaces,

human-computer interaction and system usability besides the modelling ofprocess

interactions and logic.

Verifiability: The specification technique for specifying e-commerce applications should

have mechanisms for type-checking, verifying, and validating specifications. It is

imperative to verify if specifications are well-defined. It is also necessary to ensure

that a system meets it specification and system requirements. Proof of correctness
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mandate by a formal technique ensures that specifications created using the tech-

niques are verifiably conect.

Executability: The specification technique for specifying e-commerce applications should

have the capability of generating testable executable code, which can be simulated

and easily translated into the system implementation.

3.2,3 SecondaryRequirements

This secondary requirements are briefly described below.

Flexibility: The specification technique for specifying e-corrmerce applications should

be flexible to use by providing simple altemative constructs to most of the con-

structs.

Userfriendly: The specification technique for specifying e-commerce applications should

be relatively easy to learn and use by an average e-cornrnerce application devel-

oper. It should have appropriate tool support like good editors, type checkers,

and true type fonts among others, which will enhance its user friendliness. This

(tool) support will go a long way in increasing the usage of formal specification

techniques by industrial e-commerce practitioners.

Efficiency: The specification technique for specifying e-coÍrnerce applications should

produce efficient specifications and not obviously verbose specifications.

Compøtibility: The specification technique for specifying e-commerce applications should

be compatible with past and existing software engineering practices.
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3.3 Taxonomy of Specification Techniques for E-commerce

Systems

According to Fettke and Loos [37], a taxonomy establishes relationship between clas-

sification schemes (set of attributes necessary to classify objects of an application area,

which depends on a classification principle - states the conceptual structure of the clas-

sification scheme) and classification objects. Taxonomies generally enhance the clarity

and understanding of classified objects.

Existing taxonomies of specification techniques t106, 1071 do not speciflcally ad-

dress the e-coÍrmerce domain and they do not take into cognizance emerging specifi-

cation techniques amenable to specifying e-commerce applications. The taxonomy for

e-coÍìmerce specification techniques provided in this thesis builds on these existing tax-

onomies t106, l07l and takes into cognizance emerging general specification techniques

and specification techniques developed specifically for the e-commerce domain. The

need for a taxonomy for specification techniques applicable to specifying e-commerce

systems is underscored by:

i. The need to reveal catego¡ies of not fully exploited and explored specification tech-

niques for e-commerce systems,

ii. To provide a much deeper clarity and understanding of the specification techniques

for e-commerce systems,

iii. To provide a broad overview of specification techniques for e-commerce systems

and their ¡elationships, and

iv. The existence in the literature of taxonomies for various aspects of e-commerce

such as reference models [67], risks and failures [103], and business models [8,

531.

The taxonomy for e-commerce specification techniques (see Figure 3.2) introduces
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domain-oriented and integrated specification methods and inherits model-based, alge-

braic, graphical, executable, and informal specification methods.

Figure 3.2: Taxonomy of E-commerce Specification Techniques

3.3.1 Domain-oriented SpecificationMethods

These a¡e specification techniques (formal or otherwise) that have been designed, cur-

rently being designed, and those that will be designed to specifically model require-

ments of e-cornmerce applications. Some specification techniques in this category in-

clude Formal-CAFE [77] and UML-CAFE t93, 951. Although specification techniques

in this domain are aimed solely at e-coÍrmerce transactions, the existing techniques in

this category do not have all the requirements (developed in this research) that are neces-

sary to capture all the components of e-commerce systems. For instance, Formal-CAFE

does not have constructs for describing real-time constraints and non-functional require-

ments such as user interfaces and usability. Also, the Formal-CAFE methodology which

is based on model checking is not easy and flexible to use. UML-CAFE (an integration

of UML, Formal-CAFE and model checking design patterns [94]) is a promising speci-

fication technique for describing most components of an e-commerce system. Howeve¡,

its current implementation does not have constructs for handling the lower level abstract

fu nctionalities of system behaviour.
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3.3.2 Integrated Specification Methods

The specification techniques in this category integrate (combine) more than one spec-

ification technique into a single specification technique and introduce concepts such as

time, concurrency, parallelism, non-determinism, real-time constraints, and synchroniza-

tion into an existing technique. These techniques emerge in the literature during the

advent of the object-orientation, distributed systems, dynamic, parallel, data synchro-

nization, and concurrency paradigm. Since e-commerce applications exhibit most of

these attributes, the techniques classified in this category are amenable to specifying

e-commerce transactions. Examples of integrated specification methods include: CSP-

OZ l38l (an integration of CSP [13, 50] and Objecrz Í18,281) and CSP2B [16] (an

integration of CSP and B-method [1]), among others. Examples of specification tech-

niques that introduce concepts such as time, concunency, parallelism, non-determinism,

real-time constraints, and synchronization into an existing technique include Real-Time

ObjecrZ [78, 88, 89], Timed Communicating Object Z (TCOZ) [64], Timed CSP [86],

Concurrent Z [35], Real-Time Z t14, 981, among others.

3.3.3 Model-basedSpecificationMethods

Model-based formal specification methods specify a system in terms of state models,

using mathematical primitives such as sets, functions, and sequences [91]. State changes

are easy to define and the specification of operations on states may be grouped with

conesponding state definitions. Also, the formal specification for each operation can

be grouped together. Model-based formal specification methods are rich in mathemat-

ical notations. Examples of model-based formal specification methods are Z, Yienna

Development Method (VDM) t101, RAISE, CSR PVS, and Model checkers. CSP and

Model checkers are used for modelling concurrent systems, while Z and VDM are used

in specifying sequential systems.
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3.3,4 Algebraic Specification Methods

In algebraic specification methods, objects are formally specified in terms of relation-

ships between operations that act on objects. Algebraic specification is mostly used in

interface specification, where large systems are decomposed into subsystems with well-

defined interfaces between the subsystems. The specification of subsystem interfaces

allows independent development of different subsystems [91]. Some algebraic specifi-

cation methods include LARCH t461, OBJ [43], and LOTOS t121. LOTOS is used for

specifying concurrent systems, while LARCH and OBJ are used for specifying sequen-

tial systems. A drawback of algebraic specification techniques is the difficulty in proving

mathematically the completeness and consistency of algebraic specifications.

3.3.5 ExecutableSpecificationMethods

According to Fuchs [41], executable specification methods apply logic-based techniques

to model functional requirements of a system's behaviour. Executable specifications

form the basis for implementations and do not constitute implementations. A major at-

tribute of executable specification methods is the capability to translate specification into

source codes. Executable specification tools are used to derive executable specifications

of system behaviour [29]. Some executable specification methods include Maude [24]

and NP-SPEC [17]. The drawbacks of executable specification techniques is their defi-

ciency in constructs for modelling non-functional requirements (such as real-time con-

straints and user interfaces) of system behaviour.

3.3.6 GraphicalSpecificationMethods

Graphical specification methods use graphical structures such as diagrams and graphs

to model system behaviour. The techniques in this category are sometimes called vi-

sual modelling techniques. Graphical representations are useful in helping to visual-

ize structures, composition, and relationships between elements [90]; and for modelling
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user interfaces and extemal interactions. Graphical specification methods are also useful

in modelling the real-time, concurrency, and distributed behaviours as well as dynamic

views of a system. Some graphical specification methods a¡e UML, Statecharts, Mod-

echarts (an extension of Statecharts, redefined in real time logic to provide timing for

events, thereby providing constructs for specifying real-time systems), and Petri nets.

Graphical specification techniques can be used to specify user interfaces of e-commerce

applications. Some graphical specification techniques are rich in structures, which can

be used to capture the distributed, real-time, and concurrent behaviour of e-commerce

systems. Some advantages of these methods include: enhancing ease of understanding

by users, and making visualization of a system and its components easier. A major draw-

back of graphical specification techniques is their deficiency in constructs for handling

functional requirements of system behaviour.



Chapter 4

Specifications

This chapter presents the pseudocode of the ordering process and the specifications of the

requirements in the pseudocode using five of the specification techniques for evaluation.

4.1 Pseudocode for Ordering Process

The ordering proc¿ss encompasses the stages involved in making and processing an or-

der in a typical B2C e-commerce scenario. In making an order, a user browses an e-

commerce enabled website, searches and finds items to purchase, negotiates the price

of items, adds items to a shopping cart, checkout the items (i.e., purchases the items),

and makes payment for items purchased. While processing an order, the e-commerce

system verifies payments provided by users', updates the inventory, and plans logistics

for shipping items to the user.

The following pseudocode describes the steps involved in the ordering process of a

typical B2C e-cornmerce transaction. The pseudocode serves as the basis of the running

sample requirements (functional) specifications specified using the selected specification

techniques. For the sake of clarity, much detail is avoided and limits the options possible

in certain circumstances. For instance, several modes of payment rnight be possible but

have chosen to be silent on these. However, the processing required to fulfill an order, in
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general, follows the pseudocode specified below.

Pseudocode : Ordering Process

BEGIN {OrderingPro};
Item(s) to buy
BEGIN {item search}
REPEAT

Use¡ searches fo¡ item in an e-commerce system
IF item is found THEN

{
View item details
Negotiate/check price of item

IF price is satisfactory to user THEN
Put item in shopping cart

]
UNTIL {user does not want more items to buy}
END {item search}
Edit shopping cart
IF shopping cart is empty TIIEN

exit e-commerce system
ELSE

{
Checkout cart
Logs in to secure part ofe-commerce site
Makes pâyment

IF payment is accepted THEN

{
Process O¡der
Update Database and Inventory
Send/deliver item(s) to user

LSE

Notify user ofproblem
Request other payment mechanism

]
Ì

END{OrderingPro}

4.2 Specifications for the Ordering Process

This thesis adopts a pragmatic and systematic approach in the evaluation of specifica-

tion techniques for e-commerce systems. To underscore this pragmatic and systematic

approach as well as lend more credence to this evaluation, five of the major specifi-
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cation techniques for evaluation were used to specify the requirements (stated in the

pseudocode) of the ordering process in a typical B2C e-cornmerce scenario.

The subsequent subsections present some fundamentals of each of the specification

techniques fo¡ evaluation and their respective specifications of the ordering process.

4.2.1 Z Specifications

The Z notation, as described earlier in Section 2.2.2, is based on first-order predicate

logic and set theory. This thesis adopts a combination of Z and informal descriptions

instead of Real-Time Z and Concurrent Z in the specification because tools for proving

the conectness of specifications composed in Real-Time Z and Concurrent Z are not

widely available. The Z specification ofthe ordering process described in the pseudocode

is presented below

In addition to the basic types available inZ, the following types are used in the spec-

ification:

lcHAR, STùING, PHONENO, BOOLEAN., DIGITI

Table 3 shows some abbreviations used in the specification and thei¡ respective meanings.

Abbreviation Meaning
PM Payment Mechanism

itemtotcost Total cost of Items purchased

upwd Jser's Password

itemdesc Descriotion ofitem
usadr User's Contact Address

itemid Identification ofltem
item¡ame Name/description of Item
itemuprice Unit Price of Item

rtemqty Quântity of Items purchased

usn User's Username

nou User's Real Nâme

Table 3: Abbreviations Used and Their Meanings.

Also, the following types used in the specification are defined. I represent monetary

values with the variable REAL. Since Z lacks the primitive real type, integer values are
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used for REAL in this specification. However, an implementation of the specification

should use the appropriate variable type to represent monetary values so as to eradicate

round-off errors that may occur during system testing.

,RE.AZ __ AI

DIGIT ::- 0..9
PHONENO ::: seqDIGIT
BOOLEAN ::: true I Íalse

The types of acceptable payments are defined by PM.

PM ::: Cred,it-Card I Debit-Card I Cheque I Others

Other user-defined types, which are used in the specification are given below

Ed,i,tCartStatus :i: empty I not-emptg
PagmentStøtus ::: accept I d,ecli,ne

The structure of some objects that participate in lhe ordering process in a typical B2C

e-corûnerce scenario and the constraints on the objects are given below.

The major acceptable mode of payment allowed by the system is credit card. The

schema CrCard defines a major credit card such as VISA, MASTERCARD, etc or a

merchant's credit ca¡d.

CrCard
Cr C ard N o, C r C ar d,Tg p e, C r C ard,I s D t, Cr C ard,Ex Dt : S T R I N G
CrCørd,Bal, CrCard,Lim : REAL
CrCard,Crncy : seq CHAR

Crjanlß al 1 CrC ard,Li,m

The uniqueness constraint holds for the credit cards, i.e. no two credit cards should have

the same number.

Y a,b : CrCard, c a I b + a.CrCardNo # b.CrCard,No

Initially, a Use¿ which will search for an item and the constraints on the User object are

described in the schema below. The definition of a user encompasses users that search

for an item, make order and ultimately purchase the item as well as casual usels thatjust

search for item(s) with no intention of buying the item(s).
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User
usn., usadr , upud,, emai,lad,r : seq CHAR
phone,Jar: PHONENO
CrCrd,No, CrCard,Type, CrCard,ExDt : STRING
StatusFlag : BOOLEAN
paymode : PM

Susn)6Afiusn<8
llupwd>6Affupwd,<8
usn f upwd,

ffphone>7 A#lar>7

In the schema User, a user's usemame cannot be the same as the user's password. Also,

the number of characters in a user's username and password must have a minimum of six

characters and a maximum of eight characters.

The following additional constraints on the Us¿r schema are defined: every user

making an order is unique, and has a unique user's password.

V r, y : User . r + A + r.usn f A.usn A x.uputl f y.upwd,

These constraints are my design decisions. All of them may not necessarily be appli-

cable in general, e.9., the requirement that user passwords be unique and the number of

characters in their usemame and password.

New users must be created in the system, before they can make use of the system.

The new users must belong a group of valid system users. The schema NUs¿r describes

these requirements.

NUser
UserGroup, UserGroup' :P User
NUser? : User
usn, upwd, : seq CHAR

NUser? (. UserGroup
(V a: UserGroup t a.usn f NUserT.usn
A a.upwd I NUser?.upwd,
A UserGroupt - UserGroup U {NUser?l)
NUser? e UserGroup'

5t

The new user is added to the updated group of valid system users.
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The schema ActiveUser describes a user who is online i.e. currently active in the

system.

Act'iueIJ s er
ActiueU : User
UserGroup : P User
StatusFlag : BOOLEAN

Acti,ueU .StatusFlaq : true

Some operations on the User schema includes revoking users' access to the system by

removing a user from the group of valid users. The schema RUs¿r' captures this scenario.

RUser
UserGroup, UserGroup' :P User
RUser? : User
usn, ugtwd, : seqCHAR

RUser? e UserGroup
(1, b : UserGroup t b.usn f RUser?.usn
A a.upud I NUser?.upwd,
A UserGroupt = UserGroup \ {Àllser?})
RUser? Ç UserGroupt

The removed user is deleted from the updated group of system users.

T\e schema ltem describes an item a user can search for in an e-commerce system.

Each item belongs to a specific group, this grouping allows items to be searched for

displayed using their various groups.

Item
itemid: seqCHAR
itemname, itemdesc, itemgroup : STRING
'itemuprice, itemtotcost, itemcprice, itemsprice : REA L
i,temqty : N1

f itemname > 0

ffitemi,d, > 0

ffitemgroup > 0

itemcpri,ce > 0 A i.temspri.ce > 0

i,t em cp ri ce 1 it em sprice
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V r,y t Item. r + A + r.átemid, I g.i,temi,d,

The variable ltemdb is the item database, which consists of items available to users at

any point in time. Its signature is given as:

I ltemdb:P ltem

Each item in the database must be unique. This constraint on ltemdb is given by:

Vw: Itemd,b t
(V x, y : Item I r € u A y ç u . t I g + x.itemid I g.i'temi'd')

Some operations on fhe llem obiects include adding an item to the database (captured by

the schema Altem), removing an item from the database (captured by the schema Rltem),

and updating item information in the database by modifying some attributes of an item

(captured by the schema Ultem). 'fhe schemas for these operations are given below.

Altem
items,itemst: IP(ltern x N1)
newitem? : Item

newitem? (. items
(V c: i,tems c c.itemid, f newitem?.itemid,
A i,temst : i,tems U {newi,tem?l)
newitem? € i,temsl

The newly added item is included in the database.

RItem
i,tems, i,temst : IF(.Ifenz x N1)
ritemT : Itern

rátem? e items
(1rc: i,tems ¡ c.itemid, I ritem?.itemid,
A 'itemst : i,tems \ {ri,tem?})
ri,tem? ( i,tems'

The removed item is deleted from the database.

UItem
i,tems,i,temst: IP(Iúern x N1)
newitem? : Item

newitem? Q i,tems

(1, d, : i,tems ¡ d,.itemid, I newi.tem? .itemid,

A ,itemst = i,tems \ {d} U {newàtem?})
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The item info¡mation is updated. The schema Totcost compttes the total cost of item(s)

purchased.

Totcost
ifems:lP(IúernxNl)
itemtotcostl,, i,temspri,ce : REAL
itemtqy : l$; itemi.d. : STRING

- a, item? : ,ótems ¡
a.i,temi,d, : i.tem?.i,temi,d, A
itemtotcostl : item? .i,temqty tr i,tem? .itemspri,ce

Each item belongs to a a virtual or phyical store where they items are kept before they

are sold. The schema ,S¡o¡e defines a store in the e-commerce system.

Store
storeid, : seq CHAR
storename : STRING
users : P User
iúerns : lP(Iúern x N1)

ffstorei,d, > 0

fistorename ) 0

Each store in the system must not be the same. The uniqueness constraint is given by:

Y a.,b : Store. a e Store A b ç Store + a.storei,d I b.storei,d,

Initiall¡ the Store is empty i,e., does not contain any item. The schema InitStore de-

scribes this requirement.

InitStore
L Ini.tStore

#i,tems : Ø
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An electronic shopping

ShoppingCart defines a

cart keeps track ofall the items a user wants to buy. The schema

shopping cart in the e-cornmerce system.

Shoppi,ngCart
cartid, : seqCHAR
carts : P Shopping C ar-t

user : User
items:lP(llernxN1)
time: REAL
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Initially, the shopping carty is empty i.e., does not contain any item. The schema 1¿i¡-

ShoppingCart describes this requirement.

InátShopping C art
AIni,tShoppi.ngCarl

$items - Ø

Another constraint on the electronic shopping cart is that all carts must be unique. The

uniqueness constraint is given by:

V x, y : carts . r € Shopping C art A y e Shoppi,ngCart + x:. cartid I y. cartid,

Some operations on the shopping cart involves a user adding or removing an item to a

shopping cart, and the system displaying the contents of the shopping cart. The schema

DisplayCart displays the content of a user's shopping cart.

DisplayCart
ItemGroup, CartGroup :P ltem

CartGroup C ltemGroup A
Y a: CartGroup? c b.ItemGroup o

b.itemid = a.iternirl

A user may add or put an item to the electronic shopping cart. The schema PutTocart

captures this operation.

PutToCart
User; Item; Shoppi,ngCart
'i,tems,itemst: IP(lfern x N1)
usn? , i,temid,, i,temid? : seq CHAR
itemqty,, itemqty? : ld1

(1a: ShoppàngCart; b : Item 
I

d, € carts /¡ b.user,usn : usn? A

b.átemid, : itemid? t
d,.i,tems' : d,.i,tems U {(b., i,temqtg?)} v
(- c : N1 | (ó, c) e tl.i.tems t
d.itemst = d..i,tems \ { ( å, .)} u { ( ü, c * i,temqty?)}))

Also, a user might decide to remove an item initially added to a shopping cart. The

schema RFCart describes this operation.
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RFCarl
User; Shopp'ingCart
'i,tems, i,temst : lP(ltern x N1)
usn? , itemid,, i,temid,? : seq CHAR
itemqty,itemqty?:Î\y

()a: ShoppingCart; b: Item; c:l\1 |

d, € carts n (ö, c) e d.i,tems A
b.user.usn: usn? A b.itemid, = itemid,? c

d.itemst : d,.i,tems \ { ( ¿, .) } u { å, c - itemqtg?)})

The schema below describes an Order made by a user.

Order
ord,eri,d, : seq CHAR
paymode : PM
ord,eri,tems : P ltem
status : STRING

fiord,erid, > 0

Orders made by the same or different users must be distinct. This constraint is given

by:

V x,y : Ord,er. a + y + x.orderid, I y.orderid

A UserTransactirn represents an activity to be carried out by one user. There can be

different user transactions at any point in time, since different users could order different

or identical items simultaneously.

UserTransactàon
user : User
ord,er : Ord,er
actiuáty : STRING

It is necessary to link a UserTransaction and the associated Order with the appropriate

user. The constraint below captures this requirement.

Y a : Ord,er; b : UserTfansaction; c : User I b.ord'er : a. b.user : c

Some schema definitions and axiomatic definitions used subsequently in the specifica-

tions are presented below.
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Users login to the secure part of the e-commerce system by providing their username
and password before they can access the system. The schema definition UserLogln de-
scribes the requirement.

UserLoqIn
LoginUser? : User
User Group, Acti,ueUser Group, Acti,ueU serG roup'
usn : seqCHAR
StatusFLag : BOOLEAN

lr a : UserGroup. a,usn : Logi,nUser?.usn
a.upwd, : Logi.nUser? .upwd,

LoginUser? . StatusFlag = true
ActiueUserGroupt = ActiueUserGroup U {a}

Users log out of the secure part of the e-commerce system after using the system. The

schema definition UserlogOut describes the requirement.

UserlogOut
LogoutUser? : ActiueUser
UserGroup, Acti,ueUserGroup,, ActiueUserGroupt : P Userusn : seq CHAR
StøtusFlag : BOOLEAN

lrb '. UserGroup ¡ b.usn = LogoutUser? .usn
b.StatusFlag : Jalse
Acti,ueUserGroupt : Acti,ueUserGroup \ {bl

The axiomatic definition Decreaselnv updates the quantity of items in inventory by re-

moving the quantity of item(s) purchased.

Decreaselnu : seqCHAR x Nt -+ N

-usn: seqCHAR
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i,temqtg, quantitg, quanti,tyt
a,b:Item;Vø:Nr
D ecrea s elna (usn, it em qty)
a.àtemi,d,: usn A a.itemid
ø.quantitYt : a.quanti,tA -

: NIr

:të
: b.i,temi,d, A
'itemqty

The axiomatic definition Incrementlnv updates the quantity of items in inventory when

a user cancels an order by adding the initial quantity of item(s) purchased to the quantity

of items in inventory.
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Incrementlnu : seqCHAR x\ -+N1

lusn: seqCHAR
i,temqty, quanti,ty, quantitgt : l\
n.,y : Item; Vo : \ o

Incrementlnu (usn, i,temqty) : o, ç
x.i,temid,: usn A c.i,temid: y.átemád, A
r. quanti,tyt : t.quanti,tg -l i,temqty

The axiomatic definition Valbal checks if a user has suff,cient money in their credit card

to defray the cost of item(s) purchased.

Valbal : seqCHAR x REAL -+ BOOLEAN

3 usn : seq CHAR; i,temtotcost : REAL ¡
ualbal(usn, i,temtotcost) = true ë
(1a: CrCard, I a.CrCardNo: Ltsn.
ø. Cr C ard,B al * i,temtotco st < a. Cr C ard,Lim)

The axiomatic defrnition Drcrcard debits a use¡'s credit card by subtracting the total cost

of item(s) purchased from the credit card balance.

Drcrcard, : seqCHAR x REAL -+ REAL

1a,b: CrCønl
itemtocost : REAL
?r,er¿ : seq CHAR; V r: REALc
Drcrcard,(usn, itemtotcost) : ¡ ç
a.CrCardNo = usn A
a.CrCardNo - b.CrCard,No A
a. CrCard,Bal - b. CrCard,B al - itemtotcost

The axiomatic definition Crcrcard credits a user's credit card by refunding the initial

total cost of item(s) purchased to the credit card balance.

Crcrcard. : seqCHAR x REAL -+ REAL

-p,q: CrCard,
i,temtocost : REAL
usr¿ : seq CHAR; Y a : REAL c

Crcrcard,(usn, i,temtotcost) : a c
p.CrCardNo : usn A
p.CrCard,No : q.CrCard,No /\
p. CrC ard,B al - q. CrCørd,B al * iterntotcost
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The axiomatic definition Valusr checks if the user of the e-commerce system is a valid

system user. A valid system user has a conect username, password, and is a member of

a store.

Valusr : seqCHAR x seqCHAR x seqCHAR -+ BOOLEAN

súores : IP(,9úore x N1)
Y a: BOOLEAN
usn, upwd,,, storeád : seqCHAR
b : User; c: Store . a: true ë
ualusr (usn , upwd, , storeid,) +
(c e stores A c.storei,d, - storeid,) A
(b e c.users) A (b.usn - usn) A
b.upwd, : upwd,

The axiomatic definition Valitem checks if the conect item(s) ordered by the user is the

actual item offered for sale to the user.

Vali,tem: STRING x STRING -+ BOOLEAN

súores:lP(,9forexN1)
V ø: BOOLEAN
itemid,,, storeád, : STRING
b: Item; c: Store . a,: true ë
u ali,t em (i,t emi d,, st o r ei, d) +
(tl e stores A d,.storeid, : storei,d,) A
(b e c.Itemd,b) A (b.i.temi,d, : itemi,d)

The axiomatic definition below CheckltemPrice checks if the price of an item and the

conditions under which the price is acceptable or unacceptable to the user.

OK:seqCHAR;
CheckltemPri,ce : Item -+ BOOLEAN

Y a: Item o

CheckltemPrice(a) = true ë a.itempri,ce : OK n
CheckltemPrice(a) - Jalse e a.itempri,ce : - OK

The axiomatic defrnition SearchMoreltem searches for other item(s) in the e-commerce

system, when the initial item sought by the user is not available.
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SearchMoreltem : seqCHAR x STRING -+ seqCHAR

Y b,itemi,d,? : seqCHAR; i,temname? : STRING
c:Storetbë
S earchM oreltem(i,temid, itemname) +
1 a, p : Item I a e i,tems A p € i,tems t
ø.itemid, * p.i,temid? A a.itemname I p.itemname?

The axiomatic defrnition EditShoppingcat't relums a - (EditCartStatus) of a shopping

cart after a user edits the content of the shopping cart.

I EdltShopptngC¿rú : N -+ Ed,i.tCartStatus

Table 4a presents a summary of the informal semantics of functions used in the spec-

ifications.

Function Name Informal Descrintion
UserExit(c) User with usemame c exit the e-commerce system.

CheckoutCart(å) User with username å checkout shoDDins cart,

MakePayment(å, c) User with username å makes payment with payment mechanism c

NotitvUser(á) Notify user with usemame å (e.g., of payment problem)

AskOtherPayment(ä' Ask user with usemâme b to Drovide other Dâvment mechanisms.

Sendltem(a, å) Send/deliver item a to user with usemame å.

Table 4a: Informal Semantics of Functions Used in the Specification.

Next, the specifications of some operations performed by a user in the ordering pro-

cess in a typical B2C e-commerce scenario are given. First, a user searches for a specific

item by either its name, description, or id, in the e-cornrnerce system. There are two

possible scenario when a user searches for an item in an e-commerce system: the user

may find the item or not find the item. The schema Findltem captures this requirement.
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Find,Item
Itemd,b

found., name? , i,temd,esc? , outcomel., itemname : STRING
ötemi.d,? : seqCHAR

Y t: Item ¡ x e ltemd,b A
if (x.i,temname : name?) Y

r.itemid: itemitl? Y
r.itemdesc = àtemd,esc?

l}nen (outcomel - f ound,)
else (outcomel : '. Jound,)

The schema ,S¿a rchltem is an operation that uses the name and price ofan item to search

for the item in the database.

Searchltem
iúerns:F(llernx\)
Store
'iternname?, itemd,esc? , itemgroup? : STRING
itemid,? , storei,d,? : seq CHAR
i,temsprice? : REAL

1a:Itemlaei,temsc
a.itemid, : itemid? A
a.'itemname -- itemname? A
ø.'itemsprice = i,temspri,ce? A
a.itemdesc : i,temd,esc? A
a.'itemgroup = itemgroup? A
a.storeid, : storeid,?

When a user finds the item searched for, the user views the item's description. However,

if the item searched for is not found, the user may search for more item(s) in the cunent

e-commerce system. The schema AjïerFindltem captures this requirement.
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AfterFi,nd,Item
name? ,, desc? , itemname, i,temd,esc : STRING
outcomel, found, : STRING
itemsprice, pri,ceT : REAL

Yp:Itemo
if (outcome! : f ound,)
then (ffname?>0A

(-x : Item. î e lternd,b /\
r.itemname: name? A c.itemdesc: d.esc?

r. i,t em spri, ce : p ri, ce? ))
else S earchM oreltemþ.itemid, p.itemname)

After the user views the description of the item, the user checks the price of the item.

The user puts the item into hisiher shopping cart if the price of the item is acceptable.

However, if the price of the item is unacceptable the use¡ may search for more item(s) in

the e-commerce system.

UserPutltemCart
itemád : seqCHAR
'itemname : STRING
itemst,items: F(Iúern x N1)

V ø,p: Item c
if (CheckltemPri,ce(a) : ¿yus)

then ((3o : ShoppingCart; b: Item 
I

d € carts A b.user.usn : usn? A
b.i,temid = itemid,? t
d,jtemst = d.items U {(b, i,temqty?)} v
(lc: \ l(å,c) e d.i.tems ¡
d. itemst : d. i.tems \ { ( ¿, r) } U { (å, c + ttemqty?)})))

else S earchMoreltemþ.itemid, p.itemname) A
a. i,t emi, d, I p. it emi d,

After adding items to the shopping cart, the user can edit the shopping cart's contents.

If the shopping cart is empty, after being edited by the user, the user logs out and exit

the system. Howeve¡ if there are items in the shopping cart, after being edited by the

user, the user checksout the shopping cart, logs in to the secure part of the e-commerce

system and makes payment. After checkout, the user can decide to cancel the order.

The following schemas AfterPuîltemcart, MakePayment, and CancelOrder capture the
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scenarlo.
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AfterPutltemCart
LogoutUser? : Acti,ueUser;
UserGroup : P User

User

V c : Ord,er
b : Ed,i,tCartStatus t Ed,itShoppi,ngCart(a) /\
if (b : emptg)
then (3, b: UserGroup c

b.usn : LogoutUser?.usn A
b. StatusFløg : false A UserExit(usn))

else (CheckOutC art, (usn) n
1, a : UserGroup. a.usn = LoginUser?.usn A
a.upwd, : Logi,nUser?.upwd A
LoginUser?. StatusFlag - ¡vv¿)

The MakePayment schema checks if a user is a valid user, confirms if there is suffrcient

balance in the credit card to defray the total cost of item(s) purchased, and debits the total

cost of item(s) purchased from the user's credit card.

MakePagment
usn? , upwd,? , storeid,? : seq CHAR
itemtotcost?, CrCard,B al! : REA L
a!: BOOLEAN

al : Valusr(usn?, upwd,?, storeid,?) tr
al - Valbal(usn? , itemtotcost?) /r
Cr C anlB all : D rcrcard, (usn?, itemtotcost?)

T\e CancelOrder schema cancels an order by crediting a user's credit card and adds the

initial quantity of item(s) purchased to the item inventory.

CancelOrd,er
usn? : seqCHAR
'items.,itemst: IP(Iúern x Nr)
i,temtotcost? , CrCardBalt, CrCard,Bal? : REAL

(- i,, j : CrCard, I i,. CrCard.No : j. CrCard,No c
j : CrcrCard,(usn? , i'temtotcost?) A
(1r, y : Item I x.itemid,: g.itemid, t
a = Incre'¡nentlna(usn?, itemtotco st?))
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After the user makes payment, the system checks if the balance left in the payment

instrument is enough to cover the cost of item(s) purchased. If the payment is not satis-

factory, the system notifies the user of the problem and requests for other payment mech-

anisms. Howeve¡ if the payment is accepted, the system processes the order, updates

the inventory, and the item(s) are sent to the user. The schema.4/erPayment capfures the

described scenario.

AfterPayment
usn? : seq CHAR
i,temtotcost? : REAL

V c: Order c

if (Valbal(usn?, itemtotcost?) - true)
then (3 a,b : CrCard I a.CrCard,No = b.CrCard,No o

b = Drcrcard,(usn? , itemtotcost?) A
(Yp: Itemlp Q c.onleritems o

(-x,y : Item I t.i,temid = y.itemid, t
a = Decreaselnu(usn?, itemtotcost?)) A
Send,Item(usn))

else (N otifu U ser(usn) n AskOtherP ayment(usn))

Lastly, the various specified modules are used to composethe Ordering Process. The Or-

dering Process can be specified by a sequential composition of six operations including

Findltem, AfterFi,nd,Item, UserPutltemCart,, AfterPutltemCart, MakePayment and

AfterP ayment. Hence, the Ordering Process is composed as follows:

Ord,eringProcess = (Find,Item g (AfterFi,ndltem A UserPutltemCart) g

(Aft erPutltemC art A M akePayment A AfterP ayment))

The schemas, axiomatic definitions, and signatures of the ordering process specifi-

cation composed in the Z notation were checked for syntax and type enors using the

ZIEVES version 2.1 tool.

4.2.2 Petri nets Specifications

Petri nets, as described earlier in Section 2.2.1, are graphical but mathematical modelling

tools that consist of places, transitions, and arcs to link the places with the transitions.
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Places are use to model conditions, while transitions are use to model events. Input arcs

are use to link places with transitions, while output arcs (originates at a transition and

terminates at a place) are use to link transitions with places.

Figure 4.1: Petri nets Model of Ordering Process.

The expressive power of Petri net graphs makes Petri nets an obvious choice to model

the otdering process in a typical B2C e-commerce scenario. Figure 4.1 shows a Petri nets

representation of the ordering p¡ocess described in the pseudocode in Section 4.1, while
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Table 4b shows the meanings ofthe symbols used in the Petri nets representation.

Table 4b: Places and Transitions Descriptions for Ordering Process.

4.2.3 Statecharts Specifications

Recall Statecharts, as described earlier in Section 2.2.3, is a graphical modelling tool

based on the conventional state machine for capturing system behaviours using state-

transition diagrams.

Initially, flat Statecharts models (see Figwe 4.2a - 4.2k) are use to capture the var-

ious steps of the ordering proc¿ss described in the pseudocode in Section 4.1. While,

Figure 4.21 is a single flat Statecharts model, which shows all the events, actions, and

conditions involved in making and processing an order in a typical B2C e-commerce

scenario.

The Statecharts model in Figure 4.2a shows the steps involve in creating a valid user

in the sample e-cofiìmerce system,

Place Descr¡ptions Trânsition DescriDtions

pr: browse e-commerce site ¿1 : search fo¡ item in e-commerce site
p2: is item available? úz : views item description

,R: item is found h : checUnegotiate item price

Dr: item is not found ¿1 : put item to shoÞping cart user

ps: is item Drice OK? úi : edit shoDDing cart

P6: ltem Pnce IS UK f6 : checkout cart

rr?: item rrrice is not C)K tz : loq in to secure e-commerce site

p8: is shopping cart empty? ús : make payment

ps: shopping cart is empty ús : exit e-commerce system
prô: shoÞÞinq cart is not emptY ¿ro : search for other items
p1l: is payment valid? úr1 : Process ordel
pr2: Þayment is acceÞted ¿r2 : update database and inventory

,r3: Davment is declined ¿ro : send item to user

t14 : notify user of payment problem

ú16 : reouest other pâYment mode
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Figtre 4.2a: Statecharts Model fo¡ Creating Valid Users.

The Statecharts model in Figure 4.2b shows the various operations carried out by the

user, the some operations carried out on the user.
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Figure 4.2b: Statecharts Model for User Operations.
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Figure 4.2c shows the Statecharts model of the steps involve in searching for an item

in the e-comme¡ce system.

Figure 4.2c: Statecharts Model for Item Search.

The Statecharts model in Figure 4.2d shows the various operations carried out on an

Item in the e-commerce system.

Figure 4.2d: Statecharts Model for Operations on Item.

Figure 4.2e shows a substate in Fi gure 4.2d, which involves checking/negotiating the

price of an item in the sample e-commerce system.
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Figure 4.2e: Statecharts Model for Check Item Price.

Figure 4.2f is the Statecharts model, which shows the operations carried out on the

shopping cart in a typical B2C e-commerce setting.
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Figure 4.2f: Statecharts Model for Shopping Cart Operations.

Figure 4.2g shows the Statecharts model showing a refinement of the edit shopping

cdrt substate in Fi gure 4.2f.

Figure 4.29: Statecharts Model for Edit Shopping Cart Substate.
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Figure 4.2h shows the various operations on the inventory, while Figure 4.2i shows a

refinement of the update invenlory substate 4.2h.

€E
{Ë

out ofstock
lqty = 0)

Figure 4.2h: Statecharts Model for Inventory Operations.

updåteilem
pflce, quanlity

!.

r€mov¡¡g

remoYeitem(s)
frolfl inventory

lp

add llem(s) lo
inY€nlory

Figure 4.2i: Statecharts Model for Update Inventory Substate. The Statecharts model

depicted in Figure 4.2j shows the steps involve in making payment by a user in the sample

e-commerce system.
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Figve 4.2j: Statecharts Model for Make Payment.

Figure 4.2k is a Statecharts model showing the steps involve in processing an order

in the e-commerce system.
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Figure 4.2k: Statecharts Model for Process Order.
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The diagram in Figure 4.21 is a single consolidated flat Statechafs model, which

shows all the events, actions, and conditions involved in making and processing an order

in a typical B2C e-commerce scenario. Figure 4.21 is a high level flat Statecharts model,

which combines the the Statecharts diagrams inFigure 4.2a- 4.2k.

Figure 4.21: Flat Statecharts Model of Ordering Process.
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A hierarchical Statecharts representation of the ordering process is shown in Figure

4.3. The hierarchical Statecharts representation uses superstates and substates to show

the events, actions, and conditions involved in the ordering process in a typical B2C

e-commerce scenario. The hierarchical Statecharts drastically reduces the states and

transitions explosions inherently associated with flat Statecharts.

Figure 4.3: Hierarchical Statecharts Model of Ordering Process

A top-level Statecharts representation of the ordering process is shown in Figure

lseårch for olher ltem(s)]
Termlnstlng condlllons

Buy¡ng/Purcha3lng llem
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4.4. The topJevel Statechharts representation is an abridged version of the hierarchical

Statecharts representation in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.4 shows mainly the events in making

and processing a an order in a typical B2C e-commerce scenario and it abstracts away

conditions and transitions.
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l: S ea.ch for ilem
2i Find item

3iView item

description

Browsê EC slte

1i Search lor othBr items
2i Exit E-commerce site
3: Requesl other pâymenl

4: Notity user ot pâyment problem

llem nol lound

1: Check item price

2: P ut item in shopping cart

3: Edit shopping ca¡t

4: Checkout ca¡t

5: l,ogin to secure pa.rt of website

6: MaÌe payment

7: Prccess orde¡

8: Send item to user

Figure 4.4: Toplevel Statecharts Model of Ordering Process.

4.2.4 FSMsSpecifications

Finite state machines (FSMs) provide powerful abstractions for describing system be-

haviours. FSMs can be represented using state transition tables and state transition dia-

grams.
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Figure 4.5: FSM representation of Ordering Process.

State transition diagrams a¡e used instead of state transition tables to represent the

ordering process because of their expressive and visual power. Figure 4.5 shows the

non-deterministic state transition diagram representation of lhe ordering process of a

typical B2C e-commerce scenario described in the pseudocode in Section 4.1.

4.2.5 UMLSpecifications

UML uses various diagrams such as class diagram, object diagram, sequence diagram,

collaboration diagram, use case diagrams, deployment diagrams, statecharts diagrams,

and component diagrams to model system behaviours and properties.

In the specification of the steps involved in making and processing an order in a typ-

ical B2C e-colnmerce scenario, a combination ofuse case diagrams, sequence diagram,

collaboration diagram, and activity diagrams are used to illustrate the modelling power

of UML. Sequence diagrams and collaboration diagrams are used to capture the inter-

actions between the components of the system as well as capture the dynamic views of
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the system, while activity diagram is use to capture concunency, synchronization, and

parallel behaviour of the system. The other diagrams available in the UML notation

are not used because the scope of the case study in this thesis does not entail system

implementation and deployment.

The use case description of the main sequence as well as alternative sequence of the

ordering process are given below.

Use Cases (Main)

Use Case Name: Ordering Process

Summary: This use case describes the the main steps in the process of making order for

item(s) by a user and processing the order in a typicalB2C e-commerce system.

Actor: E-commerce system user.

Precondition: E-commerce site awaits to be browsed by user.

Description:

i. User browses e-commerce site,

ii. User searches for item in e-commerce site.

iii. If item is available user views item description.

iv. User checks/negotiates item price.

v. If item price is satisfactory, user puts item in shopping cart.

vi. User edits shopping cart.

vii. If shopping cart is not empty after modification, user checkout shopping cart.

viii. User logs in to secure part of e-commerce site,

ix. E-commerce system validates user login information.

x. User makes payment.
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xi. E-commerce system processes user's order ifpayment is accepted.

xii. Update e-commerce system item inventory.

xiii. Send/deliver item to user.

Figure 4,6: Use Case Model of Main Steps of Ordering Process.

Use cases (Alternatives)

Summary: This use case describes the altemative steps in the process of making order

for item(s) by a user and processing the order in a typical B2C e-commerce system.

Description:

i. If item is not available, user may search for other item(s).

ii. If item price is not satisfactory, user search for more item(s).

iii. If shopping cart is empty after modification, use¡ exits e-commerce system.
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iv. If payment is declined, e-commerce system notifies user of payment problem and

requests for other payment method.

Postcondition: E-commerce merchant sends item to user.

Figure 4.6 shows the use case model of the main steps (sequence) in the process of

making order for item(s) by a user and processing the order.

The main steps in the use case descriptions above are illustrated using collaboration

diagrams and a sequence diagram.

Initially a user searches for an item in an e-commerce system, the systems displays

or retums the results of the search to the user. The two possible scenarios a¡e: the item

is found or the item is not found. Figure 4.7 captures this requirement.
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enter
ínformation

ofitem needed

search for
item

search r€sults returns search
reJults

Figure 4.7: Collaboration Diagram of Item Search.

If the search result indicates that the item is available, the user views the detail de-

scription of the item (i.e., price of item, image if the item has one, and how many people

have bought the item before, etc.). The system displays the description of the item to the

user. Figure 4.8 captures this requirement.

Figure 4.8: Collaboration Diagram of View Item Description.

After viewing the description of the item, the user then checks the price of the item,

q
l
user

o
T
user
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then the systems displays the price

requirement.

of the item to the user.
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Figure 4.9 captures this

Figure 4.9: Collaboration Diagram of Check Item Price.

If the price of the item is satisfactory to the user, the user puts the item into an

electronic shopping cart, and the systems displays the list of items in the shopping cart

to the user. Figure 4.10 captures this requirement,

I
user

q
l
user

I
user

Figure 4.10: Collaboration Diagram of Add Item to Shopping Cart.

A user may edit the content of hisher shopping cart. The system displays the contents

ofthe shopping cart afte¡ modification by the user. Figure 4.11 captures this requirement.

request to put
item in

shopping cart

of items in
shopping

cart

request to
edit shoppilg

cart

put item in
shopping cârt

-

iten3ltr shopplng
cårt

ediSshopping
cart

+
csrt conl€nls
after
modilìcâ1íon

Figure 4.11: Collaboration Diagram of Edit Shopping Cart.

If the content of shopping cart is not empty after modification by the user, the user

may checkout the shopping cart, then the system displays the content of the checkout

cart to the user. Figure 4.12 captures this requirement.
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Figure 4.12: Collaboration Diagram of Checkout Cart.

After checking out the shopping caÍ the user logs in to a secure part of the e-

corlmerce website, then the system validates the user login credentials. Figure 4.13

captures this requirement,

Figure 4.13: Collaboration Diagram of User Login.

After the user logs in to the secure site, the user provides payment information (such

as credit card number and credit card expiration date), thus making payment. The system

validates the payment information (checks whether the user balance is adequate to defray

the cost of items purchased by the user) provided by the user. Figure 4.14 captures this

requirement.

Figure 4.14: Collaboration Diagram of Make Payment.

If the payment information provided by the user is valid and sufficient to defray

the cost of the item purchased by the user, the system processes the order, updates the

inventory and database and provides logistics information to send the item(s) to the user.
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The sequence diagram in Figure 4.15 captures this requirement.

a

^

81

E'coñmerce
syslem slaf

E.commetce
syslem

Figure 4.15: Sequence Diagram of Process O¡der.

Figure 4.16 shows the main steps involve in the ordering process in a single collabo-

ration diagram.

I

Figure 4.16: Collaboration Diagram of the Main Steps in Ordering Process.

Lastly, activity diagrams are use to show the applicability of UML in modelling con-

currency, synckonization, and parallel behaviour of e-commerce systems. The activity

diagrams in Figure 4.17a - 4.17e show various steps involve in the ordering process

described in Section 4.1, while Figure 4.17f is a single consolidated activity diagram

showing the of the ordering process of a typical B2C e-commerce scenario.
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The UML activity diagram in Figure 4.17a shows the steps involve in searching for

an item in a sample e-commerce system.

Figure 4.17 a: Activity Diagram Model of Item Search Operation.

Figure 4.17b shows an activity diagram showing the steps involve in checking and

negotiating the price of an item in a typical B2C e-commerce scenario.

Figure 4.17b: Activity Diagram Model of Check Item Price.
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The activity diagram depicted in Figure 4.17c shows the various operations on a

shopping cart in the sample e-commerce system.

Figure 4.17c: Activity Diagram Model of Shopping Cart Operations.

The activity diagram depicted in Figure 4.17d shows the steps involve in making

payment in the sample e-commerce system.

Figure 4.17d: Activity Diagram Model of Make Payment.
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The activity diagram depicted in Figure 4.17e shows the steps involve in processing

orders in the sample e-commerce system.

Figure 4.17e: Activity Diagram Model of Process Order.

Figure 4.17f shows a single consolidated activity diagram showing the steps of the

ordering process of a typical B2C e-cofirmerce scenario. The activity diagram in Figure

4.17f combines the various activity diagrams in Figure 4.17a - 4.17 e.
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Figure 4.17f: Activity Diagram Model of Ordering Process.

Specifi cations Consonlidation

An e-commerce system consists of various components such as described in Section

2.I.3. The ordering process is a major functional requirement of B2C e-commerce ap-

plications. The specifications provided in this thesis describe a sample ordering process

of a typical B2C e-commerce system. However, some other requirements of e-commerce
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systems not covered in this thesis include:

e Specifications of system reports such as sales reports, account receivable and ac-

count payable reports, inventory level reports, etc.

¡ Detail specifications of security requirements such as authorization of users, au-

thentication of users, encryption of users' information, among other e-commerce

system security requirements.

o Specification of logistic requirements relating to shipping of items such as finding

best shipping route, shipping costs, checking shipment status, among other ship-

ping requirements are not included in the sample specifications.

¡ Detail Specifications of requirements relating to various accounting operations

such as book keeping entries, account balancing, account reconciliation, account

auditing and investigations among other accounting operations.

r Specification of website interfaces, multimedia afefacts, telecommunications/network

components among other components of e-commerce systems.
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Evaluation

This chapter presents the evaluation approach adopted in this resea¡ch, the the criteria for

evaluating the specification techniques considered,the fiizzy logic evaluation framework,

and the findings of the evaluation and the summary of the evaluation.

5.1 EvaluationApproach

This thesis adopts a systematic, pragmatic, and objective approach in assessing the seven

specification techniques based on my practical usage and experience with the specifica-

tion techniques as well as the theoretical attributes of the techniques.

In developing the evaluation criteria, an exhaustive examination of e-commerce ap-

plications and their requirements as well as the identiûcation of some functionalities or

attributes that must be present in a specification technique that can be applied to specify

all the components of an e-commerce system was carried out. Subsequently a question-

naire (that consists of questions which concem the relevance of attributes of specification

techniques such as concurrency, timing mechanism, etc.) on these identified attributes

was constructed in such a manner as to prevent subjective responses from respondents.

Then, the questionnaires were administered to some e-commerce systems designers and

developers as well as researchers with focus on the low-level aspects of e-commerce
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systems and capturing these low level aspects. Based on the responses received from

the questionnaires, the requirements were refined and classified as critical, essential, and

secondary requirements. Subsequently these requirements were evolved into the criteria

for the evaluation of formal specification techniques for e-commerce applications.

Thereafter, the requirements for making and processing an order placed by a cus-

tomer in a typical B2C e-commerce scenario were examined and developed the pseu-

docode (in Section 4.1). Thereafter, the Z notation, some diagrams in the UML notation

(use case, sequence, collaboration, and activity diagrams), various types of Statecharts

(topJevel, hierarchical, and flat statecharts), Petri net graphs, and Finite state transition

diagrams were used to specify the requirements depicted in the pseudocode. Based on

the specifications and the theoretical attributes (form and structure) of the specification

techniques, an evaluation of the Z notation and two of its popular variants - Concunent

Z and Real-time Z, UML, Statecharts, Petri nets and Finite State Machines was done in

conjunction with some specialists using the evaluation criteria and a fuzzy logic ftame-

work. Also, the evaluation rankings obtained from the domain specialists were analysed

using first order statistics.

5,2 Evaluation Criteria

The criteria for evaluating the specification techniques amenable to specifying e-commerce

systems are presented below. The criteria were systematically derived mainly from the

requirements (critical and essential requirements) necessary for a specification technique

to completely specify all the components of an e-commerce system.

Each of the specification technique considered was examined for the following at-

tributes:

i, Conattency supportt Does the specification technique have constructs for mod-

elling concurrent behaviour of e-commerce systems? In assessing this criterion,

a specification technique is checked for constructs for capturing concurrency be-
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haviour of a system. If a specification technique has constructs for handling con-

currency, then determine the extent (relative to other techniques for evaluation) to

which the specification technique can capture concurrent behaviour of e-commerce

systems.

ü. Timing suppolt: Can the specification technique capture time-dependent objects or

actions, dynamic, as well as real-time constraints of e-commerce applications? In

lating this criterion, a specification technique is checked for constructs for captur-

ing time property and temporal constraints of system behaviour. If a specification

technique has attributes for handling time and capturing temporal constraints, then

ascertain the relative degree to which a specification technique can capture time

property and temporal constraints of an e-commerce system.

äi. User interfaces supporti Can the specification technique describe non-functional

and external interactions such as human-computer interaction and system usability

of the e-commerce system? The emphasis here is to see if a specification tech-

nique has attributes to handle non-functional system requirements such as user

friendliness and usability. If a specification technique has attributes to model these

requirements, then an assessment ofthe degree to which the technique can capture

these requirements for e-cornmerce system is carried out.

iv. Abstract functionality support: Can the specification technique describe functional

system requirements, such as the data component of e-conmerce applications? In

this criterion, the emphasis is to first determine if a specification technique has

attributes for modelling low-level abstract functionalities (such as data, variables,

literals, etc) of a system. If this attribute is present in a specification technique,

then assess the degree to which a technique can capture these requirements for

e-commerce system.

v, Nondetetminisr¿: Does the specification technique have non-deterministic con-

structs for modelling indirect data access and unrestricted choice from a list of

system attributes? In assessing this criterion, check each specification technique
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for constructs for capturing non-deterministic behaviour of a system. If a spec-

ification technique has constructs for handling non-determinism, then determine

the extent (relative to other techniques for evaluation) to which the specification

technique can capture non-deterministic behaviour of e-commerce systems.

vi. Size or Complexity mdnagementi E-commerce systems are generally large and

complex. We are interested in ascertaining if a specification technique has con-

structs for structuring system specifications into manageable sizes. Thus, can the

specification technique handle an arbitrarily size specification? Does the technique

provide mechanisms to support modularity?

vä. Verifiability: Does the specification technique have tools for type checking, veri-

fying, and validating specifications as well as a proof mandate? If the specifica-

tion technique has tools for validating and verifying specifications, are these tools

widely available?

vüi. ExecutabilirT: Can speciñcations derived from a specification technique be tested,

executed, and easily translated into the system implementation?

ix. Modularity: Does the specification technique have constructs for composing smaller

specifications and extending specifications, thereby enabling the derivation of large

and complex specifications from smaller specifications?

5.3 luzzy Logic Evaluation Framework

Fuzzy set is use to cluster the degree or extent of satisfaction of each evaluation crite-

rion by the evaluated specification techniques. The approach adopts the sliding window

mechanism to appropriately place a value on the levels of satisfaction of each evaluation

criterion. The luzzy logic evaluation framework uses trapezoidal membership functions

to depict the degree of satisfaction of each evaluation criterion by the evaluated specifica-

tion techniques. The framework adopts evaluation rating levels, which consist of a fixed
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measurement scale in the intervai [0..4]. This interval defines the set of numbers use to

measure the degree of satisfaction of each evaluation criterion by the various evaluated

specification techniques.

The linguistic values used in the framework include: total absence (TA), marginal

prcsence (MP), average presence (AP), high presence (HP), and extensive presence (EP).

The linguistic value TA represents a scenario in which an attribute is totally absent in a

specification technique, an evaluation rating level of 0 is assigned to this value. The

linguistic value MP depicts a scenario in which a specification technique has minimal

(very little or marginal) constructs for describing an attribute, an evaluation rating 1evel

of 1 is assigned to this vaiue. The linguistic value AP illustrates a scenario in which

a specification technique hasjust sufficient (about average) constructs for describing an

attribute, an evaluation rating level of 2 is assigned to this value. The linguistic value

IIP represents a scenario in which a specification technique has more than adequate

constructs for describing an attribute, but the attribute is not the major strength of the

specification technique, an evaluation rating level of 3 is assigned to this value. The

linguistic value EP pofrays a scenario in which an attribute is the main strength of a

specification technique, an evaluation rating level of4 is assigned to this value.

These linguistic values can be represented as a set:

g :lTA,MP,,AP.,HP,EPl

where the elements in the set are the five linguistic symbols representing the five

linguistic values. Table 5 presents a summary of the interpretation of the five linguistic

values used in the framework and their corresponding rating levelss.

lrevels Linquistic valu€ lnterpr€tation
0 Total Absence (TA) Attribute is comDletelv deflcient in sDecincation technioue.

Marginal Presence (MP) Specilication technique hâs minimal constructs to¡ repre-
sentins attribute.

Average Presence (AP) Specltrcatlon technique hasJust adequate constructs lor rep-
rèsentins attribute.

Hrgh Presence (HP) Speclncatlon technrque has more than sulhclent constructs
for reDresentins attribute. but attribute is not its kev sÍensth.

4 Extensive Presence (EP) Attnbute 1s a maro¡ strensth 01 sDeclhcatron technloue.
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Table 5: Interpretation of Linguistic Values.
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A trapezoidal fuzzy number ¡ - fa,b, c, d] (where a and d represent the values of

the lower and upper limits ofthe larger base of the trapezium, ö and c represent the values

of the lower and upper limits of the smaller base of the trapezium, a 1 b, b 1 c, and

c < d) is use to represent the range of evaluation rating levels for the linguistic values.

Trapezoidal fuzzy numbers and representations a¡e used in this framework because they

offer a finer level of granularity compared to other representations such as triangular

representations. Figure 5.1 shows a trapezoidal representation of the various linguistic

values, while Table 6 shows the various trapezoidal fuzzy numbers and their associated

linguistic value/symbol.

Rati¡g Iævels

Figure 5.1: Trapezoidal Representation of The Various Linguistic Values.

Lingustic Symbols Tf apezoidal fuzzy numbers

TA [0.00, 0.125, 0.25, 0.75]

MP 10.25, 0.7 5, L.25, 7.7 5l

AP 11.25, 7.7 5, 2.25, 2.7 5l

HP .2.25, 
2.7 5, 3.25, 3.7 5l

EP [3.25, 3.75, 4.00, 4.00]
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Table 6: Trapezoidal Fazzy Numbers ofLinguistic Values.
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Now the membership functions are formulated as a set of linear equations using the

trapezoidal fuzzy numbers a,b., c, and d respectively. The membership function /,n for

each linguistic value is given by:

9= for a 1r 1b:

1 for b1x1c;
1-" for c1x1d:d-c

0 for r<a;x>d,

The membership functions of the various linguistic values are given below.

J.ÍA =

8ø for 0.00<ø<0.125;

1 for 0.125<r<0.25;

2r-0.5 for 0.25<x <0.75;

0 for ¿ < 0.00; ø >0.75.

JAP _

JMP _

JHP _

2x - 0.5 fot

1 fo¡

2n - 2.5 for

0 for

2x - 2.5

1

2x - 4.5

0

2x - 4.5

1

2x - 6.5

0

0.25<x<0.75;

0.75<r<1.25;

7.25<r<7.75;

r<0.25;n>1.75.

7.25<r<7.75;

7.75<r<2.25;

2.25<r<2.75;

n<1.25;x>2.75.

for 2.25<r<2.75;

for 2.75<x<3.25;

for 3.25<r<3.75;

for ø < 2.25; c>3.75.

for

for

fo¡

fo¡
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( z, - a.s rc, 3.25 < r < J.75;

¡rr=l 1 for 8.75<r<4.00;
I

[ 0 for ø ( 3.25; x> 4.00.
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The evaluation rating presented in this thesis was carried out in conjunction with fif-

teen other specialists At..Arc, so as to enhance the objectivity and acceptability of the

evaluation. The specialists have several years of applying at least three of the specifica-

tion techniques to specifying various software applications including e-commerce appli-

cations. Some ofthe specialists are academic and industrial researchers, while others a¡e

practising e-coÍrmerce application developers.

The procedure adopted in arriving at the evaluation results is given below.

Step I : The specialists rate each evaluation criterion for each of the seven specification

techniques using the rating linguistic values lTA, MP, AP, HP, EP], which conforms to

the rating levels [0..4].

Step 2 : The raling oflinguistic values obtained from the various specialists arc fuzzifred

using trapezoidal fuzzy numbers (as shown in Table 6) giving adjusted trapezoidal fuzzy

numbers. Then for each specification tech¡ique, the fuzzy mean (average) of the adjusted

trapezoidal fuzzy numbers is computed for each evaluation criteria yielding aggregated

Tr ap ezoidal fuzzy numbers.

Step 3 i The aggregated trapezoidal fuzzy numbers are defuzzified to appropriate crisp

(non fuzzy) values using the formula for the maximizing value f , where å and c are

the second and third coordinate values the trapezium.

Step 4 : Lastly, the crisp values obtained from the defuzzification of the aggregated

trapezoidal fuzzy numbers are normalized such that the resulting crisp values lie in the

interval [0..1] - obtained by dividing the crisp values by 4 (the maximum rating level).

5.4 Evaluation Results

This section presents the ratings of the specialists of each criterion for the seven specifi-

cation techniques, the analysis ofthe ratings, and a discussion ofthe evaluation outcome.
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The results obtained from the procedure outlined at the end of Section 5.3 were compared

with results obtained using first order statistics.

Tables 7a - 7i show the ratings of each of the evaluation criterion - concurrency,

timing constraint, user interfaces, abstract functionality, nondeterminism, complexity

management, modularity, verifiabilit¡ and executability by the specialists for the seven

specification techniques. Tables 8a - 8i show the analysis of the ratings (aggregated

trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, defuzzified values, first order statistics values, normalized

defuzzified values, and the normalized first order statistics values) of each of the seven

specification techniques for the various evaluation criterion. The aggregated trapezoidal

fuzzy numbers, defuzzifred values, and the normalized defuzzifred values (presented in

the second, third, and fifth columns of Tables 8a - 8i) were obtained using the procedure

outlined towards the end of Section 5.3. While the values presented in the fourth and

sixth columns where obtained using first order statistics.
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Concurrency N

F

a
O

N

F J
5

ll
v) ,a1

Ar TA EP MP AP HP HP TA

Az MP HP TA FIP AP MP MP

A¡ MP HP AP MP EP AP MP

Aa TA EP AP HP HP AP AP

A¡ TA EP AP HP HP AP TA

A¡ AP HP HP AP AP MP MP

Az TA AP MP HP HP HP AP

Ag MP EP AP HP HP EP MP

A9 TA EP AP AP HP MP MP

Aro TA EP AP HP AP AP AP

Au TA HP HP HP MP MP AP

Atz MP EP TA EP HP AP MP

Ar¡ TA HP AP AP HP AP MP

Ar¿ TA EP HP MP MP HP MP

Ars MP AP AP HP AP MP AP

Aro TA EP AP HP HP HP MP

TabIe 7 a: Specialists Rating for Concurrency Criterion
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Complexity
Management

N

Ea

o
O

N

É-

ú
J
Þ

E
g
s
U)

zI

A1 EP HP HP AP MP
HP MP HP HP HP TA

A3 EP MP AP AP MP AP MP
AP HP HP MP MP MP
EP EP AP AP HP MP AP

A6 HP AP B,P MP MP AP MP
EP HP AP AP AP AP MP

Ag HP HP HP AP AP HP IA
l.,P MP MP tstP HP MP

Aro EP MP HP AP AP AP MP
AP HP

Ao HP HP AP HP MP AP MP
BP AP HP AP MP HP MP
HP HP EP HP AP AP TA

Ar¡ EP tiP HI AP MP MP MP
EP HP AP MP AP AP TA

Table 7f: Specialists Rating for Complexity Management Criterion

Modularity N
o

C)

N

E

ú
J
Þ

lr
o.

s (n
k

A1 HP HP HP HP HP LIP MP
HP 11P EP EP EP EP AP

A3 EP AP AP AP AP AP MP
AP HP HP HP HP HP
HP AP HP AP AP AP HP
HP BP HP HP Hrl HP MP
EP ttp EP AP AP AP MP
AP HP AP HP HP MP AP
HP AP HP EP AP HP HP

Aro HP HP HP AP AP HP MP
EP HP t1P HP HP EP MP
EP EP AP AP AP AP AP
HP HP AP HP HP HP MP
AP AP HP AP AP AP AP
HP HP AP HP HP LIP HP
HP HP HP AP HP AP

Table 7g: Specialists Rating for Modularity Criterion
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Table 8a; Defuzzifled and Normalized Values for Concurrency Criterion

Table 8b: Defuzzified and Normalized Values for Timing Constraint Criterion

100

Techniqur Aggregate trâpezoidal
no

ue¡uzzlned
values

lst order
Statistical
values

Normâlized
defuzzified
values

NOrmaltze0
lst order
values

L u. /J, _r.uu, _r.b( o-¡l / o.tt5 0.¿¿ 0.¿ I
aofrc. L ,.b9, J.r9, ó.bb, ó. I 3.37 3.30 0.E4 0.E3

R.llme Z .10. -r,or, z.uo, z.ðt l.E4 l.E5 0.46 0.46
UML 1.81, 2.31, 2.80,3.21 2.56 2.55 o.64 0.64

P. nets I.EI. 2.31. 2.80.3.2i 2.56 0.64 0.ó4
Scharts I, Z.IJ,2.trI, J.Ut 2.36 '2.¿a o-59 0.5'7

FSMS .0.9E. 1.44. 1.94 1.22 0.30 0.31

Techniqur Aggregate trapezoidal
no

Deluzztfleo
values

lst order
Stâtistical
values

NOrmallzeo
defuzzified
Yalues

NOtmalIzeo
1st order
valuqs

z \.22,0.48,0.75,7.2! o.62 0_68 0.16 0.17

Conc. Z 1.3E, 1.8E.2.3E.2.8¿ 2.t3 0.5 u.53
R. llme z J.Jð, ó. /U, J.ðt J.J4 J.4) u.ð9 0.86

UML I.31. 1.E1.2.31.2.E1 2.06 2.06 o.52 o.52
P nets ¿.¿5 2.2Ít 0.5 / U.5 /
Scharts r.77.7.64.2.tI.2.5t l.E7 I. EE o.47 o.47
t sMs u.Õl, r.lv, l.ot I.UU t.02 0.¿5 u.¿6

lecntuqu( lrggregarc rrapr
no values Statistical

values
defuzzified
values

lst order
values

'L u.ir2, u.5ö, 1.ul 0.44 u.5l 0.1 u.l
Coîc. Z ).16,0.42, 0.69, 1.1 0.56 0.61 0.14 0.15
R.llme Z ).0E, u.J2, U.õö, r.0l 0.44 0.51 0.1 0.1

UML .88, 3.56, 3.70, 3.8( 3.63 3.50 0.91 0.88
P. nets J.19,0.50. U.E1. 1.3 0.66 0.70 0.17 u.l
schans ¿.Jð, Z.ðð, J.ör, ö.bt J.I U J.Uõ u. /ð o.77

F'SMs ).31.0.72. 1.13. 1.61 o.92 0.95 o.23 0.24
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Table 8e: Defuzzifred and Normalized Values for Nondeterminism Criterion

'l€chniqur Aggregare rrapezoloâl
no

ueluzztneo
values

lst order
Stâtisticâl
vâlues

NOrmallzeo
defuzzified
vâluss

NOrmâllzeo
1st order
values

L i9.3.56.3.7i 3.37 3.30 0.E4 0.83
conc. z .ðð, z.Jð,2.ð4,3.2¡ 2.6t 2.59 u.ó5 u.ó5
R.Time Z .75,2.25,2.72,3.1 2.49 2.47 0.62 o.62
I.JML t.y+ |.94 0.49 0.49
E nets 1.13, 1.63,2.13,2.6Í 1.88 1.88 0.47 o.47
Scharts 2.06 2.U6 0.52 o.5z
FSMs ).3i,0.72, 1.00, 1.6Í 0.86 0.93 0.22 o.23

Table 8f: Defuzzified and Normalized Values for Complexity Management Criterion

lechruqu( /aggfegarc
no values

tst orqe
Statistical
values

defuzzified
values

lst order
values

L .Jr, 2.84,3.25. 3.öi 3.U l 3.00 0.75 0.1
Conc. Z 13, 2.63,3.08,3.41 2.85 2.83 0.7r 0.70

.ott, 2.5ö. 3.02.3.4: 2.19 2.17 0.70 0.ó9
UML ¿.00,2.50,2.97,3.4. 2;13 0.68 0.68
P.nets 2.55,2.91,3.3, 2.73 2.64 u.ó8 o.67
Scharts 1.9b,2.4ó,2.9 (,3.4. '¿.t3 '2. 

^l
u.õð U.6E

lSMs .06. 1.56.2.06. 2.5{ l.8l 1.81 0.45 0.45

Table 8g: Defuzzifred and Normalized Values for Modularity Criterion

'lechniqur Aggregare rrapezoroar
no

uetuzzl\eg
values

rst orqer
Statistical
values

|lOrmauzeo
defuzzified
values

NOrmarlzeo
lst order
values

L ).30.0.62.0.EE. r.3t 0.7 5 0.80 u. ry o.20
cofic. L rJ, 2.ö3,3.09,lr.5; ¿.86 2.44 u. t2 0.t
R.Time Z ¿.79,2.72,3.76,3.5f 2.94 2.91 0.74 o.73
UML .13. t.ti3.2.13,2.öi I. EE l.8E 0.47 u.47
P nets 1.38, 1.88,2.38,2.8t 2.13 2.1 0.53 0.53
Scharts 1.3E, r.EE.2.3¡ 1.63 1.63 o.4 0.41
FSMs .1J, 1.ttJ,2.rJ, 2.til I.Eð tJ.4 1 l).4 t
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Table 8h: Defuzzified and Normalized Values for Verifiability Criterion

'lþchniqu( Aggregate trapezoialâl
no

lretuzzin€d
valuqs

lst order
Stâtistical
values

NOrmallzeo
defuzziíìed
values

NOrmalIz€o
1st order
values

Z .31. U.72. 1 r3, .5t o-9:J 0.93 o.23 o.23

conc. L ).44,0.84,7.25, 7l 1.05 o7 u.26 ¡')
R.Time Z J.3E,0.8r, 1.r9, .ôt l.0u I .U¿ 0.25 o.26

UML l-52.0-95. 1.38. .8t l.l6 I .18 o.29 tl 3{t

Pnets ).36.0.77. 1.r3 .6: 0.95 u.9 t 0.2.4 0.24

Scharts J.4õ, U.Eð, _r.ör, .ö 1.10 t.12 0.28 o.2

FSMs 1.25.1.61 or LZ3 t.26 0.3 l).3 2

Table 8i: Defuzzified and Normalized Values for Executability Criterion

The ratings 0.64 (Table 8a) and 0.53 (Table 8e) of Petri nets in the concurrency and

nondeterminism criteria respectively, indicate that Petri nets are suitable for describ-

ing concurrent, parallel, stochastic, and asynchronous system behaviour. The graphical

structures (such as the Petri net graphs used in this thesis) in Petri nets are useful as a

visual communication aid. The rating 0.57 (Table 8b) in the timing mechanism crite-

rion shows that Petri nets allow designers to introduce timing constraints into a model

of a system, which is achieved by associating a firing delay with a transition. While the

ratings 0.17 (Table 8c) and 0.47 (Table 8f) in the user interfaces and complexity manage-

ment criteria show that Petri nets is deficient in constructs for handling non-functional

system requirements, but has constructs/attributes for decomposing specifications into

modular components.

The rating 0.91 (Table 8c) of UML in the user interfaces criterion obviously por-

tray that UML is exceptionally amenable to describing, capturing, and visualizing non-

r02

'lechniqu( aggr€gate trapezoidal
no

ue¡uzzlneo
vâlues

rs¡ orûer
Ståtistical
values

NOtmallzeo
defuzzified
values

lìormal¡z€q
1st order
values

z 75, J.25, 3.59, J. ¡/è 3.42 3.34 0.86 0.E4

cofrc. L ).25,0.56, 0.88, 1.3r o;7 0.17 0.1 0.19

K.l lme z ).33.0.ött, 1.00. l.5r u.ü3 (r.ðl 0.21 0.22

UML t.06,1.88,2.38,2.8t 2.13 z.o5 0.53 0.5

P. nets 1.19. 1.69.2.19.2.6! t.94 u.49 0.49

Scharts 2.00 2.00 0.50 0.50
FSMs 1.16,0.73, 1.00,1.5r 0.87 0.E 0.22 0.2t
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functional and external interactions such as user interfaces, human-computer interaction,

and system usability. The ratings 0.64 (Table 8a) and 0.47 (Table 8e) in the concur-

rency and nondeterminism criteria indicate that UML diagrams are suitable for modelling

concurrent and distributed systems as well as capture dynamic properties of system be-

haviour. However, the variant of UML considered in this thesis has limited capability for

describing temporal and real time constraints of system behaviour shown by the rating of

0.52 (Table 8b). Although various extensions to UML now exist for completely describ-

ing these temporal and real time constraints of system behaviour. However, a rating of

0.31 (Table 8d) in the abstract functionality criterion show that UML diagrams are defi-

cient in describing lowJevel abstract functionalities of system behaviour. This deficiency

is due to the absence of constructs premised on mathematics such as sets, predicate logic,

description logic, etc in the UML notation.

Generall¡ FSMs are easy, flexible, and simple to use, resulting in ease of develop-

ment and implementation. The rating 0.32 (Table 8i) and 0.47 (Table 8e) of FSMs in

the executability and nondeterminism criteria show that FSMs representations can eas-

ily be translated into source code and can moderately capture nondeterministic system

behaviour. However, the rating 0.22 (Table 8Ð in the complexity management crite-

rion indicates that FSMS a¡e deficient in modelling systems with very many states, this

deficiency is attributable to the states explosion problem which occurs when a system

becomes too large and complex. The ratings 0.30,0.23, (Table 8a, Table 8b) and 0.23

(Table 8c) in the concurrency, timing mechanism, and user interfaces criteria respec-

tively, show that FSMs are deficicient in capturing concurrency, real time constraints of

system behaviour as well as user interfaces. Also, FSMs are deficient in formal seman-

tics constructs and have little expressive power shown by a rating of 0.23 (Table 8d) in

the abstract functionality criterion.

The ratings 0.93,0.84, (Table 8d, Table 8Ð and 0.75 (Table 89) of Z in the abstract

functionality, complexity management, and modularity criteria respectively, indicate that

Z is a very powerful tool for capturing abstract functionality of a system, composing

modular, large, as well as complex specifications. Also, Z makes a designer to think
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clearly about the system and hence gains a deeper understanding of the system being

modelled. The combination of Z with informal descriptions in a specification enhances

the readability of a system specification. In addition, Z has a well-defined syntax and se-

mantics, structured mechanism via schema, tools for type checking and analyses (shown

by the rating 0.86 (Table th) in the verifiability criterion), widely available documen-

tation and resources. However, the ratings 0.19,0.22,0.11, (Table 8e, Table 8a, Table

8c) and 0.11 (Table 8c) of Z in the nondeterrninism, concurrency, timing mechanism,

and user interfaces criteria respectively, indicate that Z is not well suited for describ-

ing non-functional requirements such as usability, reliability, user interfaces, size, and

performance, as well as concurrency, real-time constraints, and dynamic behaviour of a

system. Some extensions to Z, such as Real-Time Z (with a rating of 0.89 (Table 8b) in

the timing constraint criterion) is now available to capture real-time constraints and Con-

cunent Z (with a rating of 0.84 (Table 8a) in the concurrency criterion) is available fo¡

capturing concuÍency and parallel behaviour of systems. Also, Z does not have prim-

itives for capturing real numbers; hence variables such as money can not be accurately

described in Z.

The:atings 0.59,0.47, (Table 8a, Table 8b) and 0.41 (Table 8e) of Statecharts in

the concunency, timing mechanism, and nondeterminism criteria respectivel¡ show that

the variant of Statecharts considered in this research has limited capabilities for captur-

ing dynamic, concunent, and real time properties of system behaviour. Statecha¡s like

FSMs are easy, flexible, and simple to use. Statechafs aid visualization and have tools

for validating and verifying its specifications shown by the rating 0.50. The rating 0.52

(Table 8f) in the complexity management criterion shows that Statechafs are useful for

describing not too large and complex systems, while a rating of 0.28 (Table 8i) in the

executability metric indicates that its specifications is executable, this capability is how-

ever limited. However, the rating 0.28 (Table 8d) in the abstract functionality criterion

clearly portray that Statecharts are deficient in constructs for capturing lowlevel abstract

functionalities of system behaviour because it lacks mathematics-based constructs (such

as sets and predicate logic) for representing these low-level functionalities.
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5.5 Evaluation Summary

Table 9 shows a tabular summary of the evaluation results (the normalized defuzzified
values) of the seven specification techniques for e-commerce systems.

N

t-
t
Êo
U

N

E
¡:

ú
I
Þ

É
'E

o.

E

(/) a/)
ÍJ,

Concurrency o.z2 {J.84 o.46 0.64 0.64 0.59 0.30
Timins constraint u.l6 U-53 u.ð9 u.52 u.57 u.4 t u.25

User interfaces 0.1 0.14 0.1I 0.91 0.1'7 0.78 0.23
Abstract functionalitv (,.9:J u.óÕ u.62 0.31 0.44 u.2a 0.23

Nondeterminism 0.19 o.72 0.74 o.4't 0.53 0.41 0.47
Uomplexlty management U.U4 u.ó5 0.62 0,49 u.47 o.52 o.zz

ModulaÌity o.75 o.7l 0.70 u.bð u.õð U.6E u.45
VenfiabiÌity U.EÓ u.r8 0.2r 0.53 o.49 0.50 o.26

Executability o.23 o.26 o.25 0.¿9 0.24 0.2t4 l).32

Table 9: Evaluation Summary ofThe Specification Techniques.

From the evaluation summary it is obvious that none ofthe seven specification tech-

niques evaluated scored at leasl average in all the evaluation criteria. This observation

underscores the need to develop an integrated specification technique that will possess

all the requisite functionalities and attributes necessary to completely model the various

components of an e-commerce system.

The use of fuzzy sets in classification or evaluation reduces imprecisions, ambiguity,

vagueness, and subjectivity associated with crisp (non-fuzzy) methods. However, the

results obtained by using the procedure outlined in this thesis differs marginally from the

results obtained using first order statistics.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter presents the conclusion of this thesis, a summary of the contributions made

by this research work, and highlights possible research areas open for investigation in the

near future.

This thesis presented the characteristics of e-commerce systems that make e-commerce

systems complex and amenable to formal specification. In addition, the thesis discussed

the various requirements necessary for a specification technique to completely specify

all the components of an e-conìmetce system and classifies these requirements. Also,

existing specification techniques that can be applied for specifying e-commerce systems

were examined and a taxonomy provided for the techniques.

Furthermore, the five major specification techniques evaluated (the Z notation, Stat-

echarts (top-level, hiera¡chical, and flat statecharts), UML (use case, sequence, collabo-

ration, and activity diagrams), Petri net graphs, and finite state transition diagrams) were

used to specify the ordering process (described in the pseudocode in Section 4.1) in a

typical B2C e-commerce scenario to demonstrate the pragmatic nature of this thesis.

Also, the specification techniques were evaluated using the evaluation criteria and the

luzzy logic evaluation framework developed in this thesis. Lastly, the evaluation results

were discussed and a summary of the evaluation presented in tabular form.

The evaluation results indicate that none of the evaluated seven specification tech-
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niques has all the attributes required to specify an e-commerce system at the appropriate

1evel.

6,1 Summary of Contributions

In summary this thesis contributes to knowledge by highlighting the requirements nec-

essary for a specification technique to completely specify all the component parts of an

e-commerce system. This highlight enables me to provide a classification for these re-

quirements and provide a taxonomy for e-conmerce specification techniques. Also, this

thesis provides a fuzzy logic-based evaluation framework and a systematic and pragmatic

evaluation of seven speciflcation techniques for e-commerce systems. This evaluation

will assist designers of e-commerce specification techniques with the functionalities re-

quired in any specification technique they are developing or hope to develop for capturing

e-commerce applications.

6.2 Future Work

This thesis can be extended in future by:

i. Adopt a more comprehensive approach to this evaluation by investigating addi-

tional specification techniques such as model checking, CSR RAISE, VDM, and

emerging specification techniques that can be used to model e-commerce appli-

cations for their suitability or otherwise in specifying e-commerce systems. The

inclusion of more specification techniques in a future evaluation will provide a

broader perspective to developers of e-commerce applications in their choice of

the specification technique they want to use in specifying e-commerce systems.

ii. The evaluation carried out in this thesis applies specifically to the B2C e-commerce

domain. Future evaluations could be generic and applicable to other major cate-

gories of e-conunerce systems such as the C2C and B2B e-commerce applica-
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tion domains. This is underscored by the increasing popularity of the C2C e-

cornmerce application doamins (especially various types of online auctions) and

B2B e-commerce application domain (especially e-commerce hubs).

iii. The various specifications in this research were not translated into implementa-

tion. An implementation of the specifications with either the same or different

programming languages might provide further insight into the relative strengths

and weaknesses of the specification techniques. Also, implementing the specifica-

tions with an identical programming language might provide another perspective

to the evaluation, The e-commerce systems derived from the implementations can

be tested for scalability, fail-safety, dependabilit¡ security, ease of deployment,

and correctness of operations.

iv. The simple luzzy logic evaluation framework developed in this thesis can be ex-

tended into a complete generic, robust, and scalable model that can be used for

evaluating the effectiveness, adequac¡ and suitability of specification techniques

for e-commerce systems and other emerging application domains. The proposed

model which can be formulated a linear or integer programming optimization prob-

lem, could consist of the following variables:

(a) the rating of each evaluation criterion by domain experts or specialists,

(b) the weight of each evaluation criterion (these weightings can be determined

either by directly assigning weights to each criterion or by comparing each

criterion with one another so as to ascertain the relative weightings), and

(c) the relative weights of each of the specialists based on the proficiency of the

specialists and the years of experience in applying specification techniques in

specifying e-cofirmerce applications.

Some of the constraints on the model could be that the sum of the weightings

assigned to each evaluation criterion must be equal to one and the sum of the

weightings assigned to the evaluation specialists must also be equal to one.
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v. Since the evaluation results show that none of the seven techniques scored up to

average in each of the evaluation criteria, the development of an integrated spec-

ification technique that will possess all the requisite functionalities and attributes

necessary to specify all the parts of an e-commerce system is considerable in the

future. The specification technique should have attributes for specifying both func-

tional and non-functional requirements of system behaviour. Also, the specifica-

tion technique should be capable of handling large and complex specifications and

the specifications must be executable.
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APPENDIX

Ouestionnaires for e-commerce service providers

1. Which e-commerce application domain does your activities fall into?

a) Business{o-Business

b) Business-to-Consumer

c) Consumer-to-Consume¡

d) Online Auction

e) Others þlease speciff)

2. How is your e-cornmerce applications developed ?

a) In-house by Software Engineers

b) Outsourced to Extemal Consultants

c) Combination of a) and b)

d) Boughtofftheshelf

e) Others þlease speciff)

3. Ifyour answer to question 2 is a), please answer this question, what approach do your

software engineers adopt in developing e-commerce applications ?

a) Informal Approach

b) Formal Approach

c) Combination of Formal and Informal Approach

4. If your answer to question 3 is a), has any of your users/customers reported any enor(s) or fault(s) to you ?

a) Yes

b) No

c) Can't say specifically

5. Ifyour answer to question 4 is Íes, what do you think was the cause(s) of the error(s) ?

a) E-commerce application not exhaustively tested

b) Inadequate post-implementation support

c) Not using formal techniques in developing the e-commerce application

d) Others (please specifr)

6. Ifyour answer to question 3 is b), which ofthese formal approach did you adopt ?

a) Formal specification

b) Formal verification



c) Combination ofa) and b)

d) Others (please speciff)

7. If your answer to question 6 is a), which specification technique did you employ ?

a) Natural Language

b) Pseudocodes

c) Model-based formal specif,rcation techniques

d) Algebraic-based formal specification techniques

e) Graphical-based formal specication techniques

f) Objected-oriented formal specification techniques

g) If any of these techniques we¡e combined, speciff the combination

h) Others þlease speciff)

8. If a natural language was used, state the natural language employed.

9. Ifpseudocodes were used, state the language in which the pseudocodes were constructed.

10. Ifmodel-based formal specification techniques were used, state the model-based formal specification

language used.

11. If algebraic-based formal specification techniques were used, state the algebraic-based

specification language used.

12. If graphical-based formal specication techniques were used, state the graphical-based

specification language used.

13. If object-oriented formal specification techniques were used, state the object-oriented

formal specification language used.

14. Ifa combination ofany of the techniques in 7 a) to 7 g) was used, state the

specification language used.

15. State the actual formal specification language used in formally specifring your

e-cornmerce application.

16. Do you think that the application of formal speciflrcation in developing your e-commerce

application did enhance the reliability and dependability ofyour e-commerce application ?

a) Yes

b) No

c) Can't say exactly

17. What do you think are the major strength(s) of the formal speciflrcation language used

in formally specifring your e-commerce application. Tick all the applicable shength(s).

a) Supports concurrency ofthe e-commerce application

b) Supports timing constraint and real-time properties



c) Can model non-functional requirements, such as user interfaces and usability of the e-coÍlmerce

application

d) Easy to leam

e) Easy to use

f) Suff,rcient documentation available

g) Can model abstract functionalities of the e-coÍrmerce application

h) Supports large and complex systems

i) Specifications can easily be translated to source code

j) Other strength(s) þlease specifu)

18. What do you think are the major weakness(es) of the formal specification language used

in formally specifuing your e-commerce application. Tick all the applicable weakness (es).

a) Difficult to use

b) Difficult to leam

c) Insufnicientdocumentation

d) Deficient in constructs to model non-functional requirements, such as user interfaces and usability of

the e-commerce application

e) Deficient in constructs to model abstract functionalities of the e-commerce application

f) Deficient in constn¡cts to model concurrency of the e-commerce application

g) Deficient in constructs to model real time behaviour of the system

h) Specifications can't be translated to source code

i) Other weakness(es) (please speci$)

19. Do you have any experience using any other formal specification language ?

a) Yes

b) No

20. If your answer to question 19 is Yes, state the formal specification language, identiff

the shength and weaknesses of this language using the factors in Questions 17 and 18.

21. Based on the strength(es) and weakness(es) identified in Questions 17 and 18 and othe¡

information at your disposal, [ist the attributes you expect a formal specification language

for formally speci$ing e-commerce applications should have.



Ouestionnaires for Industrial and Academic Researchers

1. What level of education do you have in Computer Science? Choose all

applicable qualifications and current programme ernolled in.

a) BSc or equivalent qualihcation in Computer Science or a closely related field

b) BSc or equivalent qualification in other fields

c) MSc or equivalent qualification in Computer Science or a closely related field

d) MSc or equivalent qualification in other fields

e) PhD or equivalent qualification in Computer Science or a closely related field

Ð PhD or equivalent qualification other fields

g) Other qualifications þlease specifr)

2. How long have you been in soÍïware engineering ? Tick the applicable

a) 0-2years

b) 2-5years

c) 5 - 10 years

d) l0- 15 years

e) 15 years and above

3. How long you have you been involved in developing e-commerce applications ?

a) less than I year

b) between I year and 2 years

c) between 2 years and 4 years

d) over 4 years

4. How long have you being involved in formal specification ?

a) 0-2years

b) 2-5years

c) 5 - l0years

d) 10 - 15 years

e) 15 years and above

5. How many formal specification methods are you very proflrcient in ?

a) Between 1 and 2

b) Between 2 and 5

c) Between 5 and l0

d) 10 and above

6. State the formal specification method(s) you have used before. Answer



questions 7 - 21 for each method stated.

7. Is there formal syntax and semantics fo¡ the formal specification method(s) stated in

question 6 ?

a) Yes

b) No

8. Does the structure of the formal specification method(s) stated in question 6 support

different levels of abstraction ?

a) Yes

b) No

9. Do sample formal specifications of e-commerce applications exist in published literature ?

a) Yes

b) No

10. Do sample formal verifications based on the specifications in Question 9 exist in published literature ?

a) Yes

b) No

11. Can the specification method(s) represent numeric and lite¡al constants ?

a) Yes

b) No

12. Can the specification method(s) represent time ?

a) Yes

b) No

13. Do the specification method(s) support concurrency ?

a) Yes

b) No

14. Do the specification method(s) support timing constraint and real-time properties?

a) Yes

b) No

15. Can the specification method(s) model abstract functionalities of an e-coÍrmerce application?

a) Yes

b) No

16. Can the specification method(s) model very large and complex e-commerce applications?

a) Yes

b) No

17. Can specifications in the formal specification method(s) be easily translated into source code?



a) Yes

. b)No
18. Do the specification method(s) have tools for verifiing and validating their specifications?

: a) Yes

b) No

19. no the specification method(s) have constructs modelling non-functionaI requirements such as user

, interfaces and usability?

: a) Yes

b) No

' 20. State the major strength(s) ofthe formal specification method(s).

i 21. State the major weakness (es) ofthe formal specification method(s).

'. 22. Have you combined more than one specification method to model an e-commerce transaction before?

; a) Yes

b) No

, 23. Ifyou. answer to question 22 is Yes, did you encounter any difficulties or complications ?

a) Yes

, b)No
: 24. State the difficulties or compiications encounte¡ed in Question 2 .

25. List any other attribute not mentioned in this questionnaire you expect a formal specification language

i for formally specifying e-coÍtmerce applications should have.
' 

26. Do you believe that using an integrated formal specification method to model all components e-coÍrmerce

transactions can increase the reliability and dependability of e-commerce applications?

a) Yes

b) No


